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Temple built
in church's
birthplace
PALMYRA,N.Y. (AP) - At
the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints' birthplace,
spiritual leader Gordon B.
Hinckley on Thursday dedicated a temple overlooking
the woods where faithful
believe farmer's son Joseph
Smith encountered visions
that led to the church's
founding 170 years ago.
On a brisk spring day,
hundreds of church members showed up to watch
Hinckley place cement
around the edges of the temple's cornerstone. "We're
blessed to have the sun
come out ... I think it's a miracle," he said, drawing laughter.
Hinckley, considered by
Latter-day Saints to be God's
prophet on Earth, then consecrated the 10,700-squarefoot temple with a series of
prayer sessions. It symbolized a homecoming of sorts
for a church that traces its
beginnings in this hilly country in western New York
before being forced west by
persecutors in the 1830s.
Built at a cost of $5 million. the white marble temple will serve some 18,000
Latter-day Saints in western
and central New York and
northern Pennsylvania. Its
spire is topped by a gold
statue of the angel Moroni.
While praying in a grove
near his family's log cabin in
1820, the 14-year-old Smith
told of sensing the power of
Satan before encountering
God and his son, Jesus.
Over the next few years,
he said Moroni led him to a
cache of gold plates on nearby Hill Cumorah that he
translated into the Book of
Mormon.
Along with the Bible. it is
one of four books in the
church's scriptural canon.
Smith founded the church
on April 6, 1830. in Fayette, a
Finger Lakes village 25 miles
away.
Until recently, church
members had to travel to
Toronto. Canada, or
Washington. D.C., for temple
ceremonies.
Unlike local churches
where Sunday services are
held, Latter-day Saint temples are places for conducting rites, or "ordinances,"
such as marriages and baptisms.
The temple is just the
77th such building in the
world.
"All temples are special,
but this one is in such a sirccial area where the church
was founded," said Kathy
Scerra, 52. visiting with her
teen-age daughter, Katie.
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VVho's teaching my kids?
BRIAN URTER

Slaff Writer

With a shortage of substitute teachers across the country, training and professional
treatment will help schools
recruit and retain substitute
teachers, according to the
Substitute Teachers Institute
(ST!) at Utah State University.
"The number one reason
subs leave is they don't have
the skills to be in a classroom,"
said Max Longhurst, science
and elementary education
specialist with STI.
ST! was started in 1995 to
improve the quality of substitute teachers across the nation
and help school districts
recruit enough substitute
teachers for any given day.
"We're not here to supply or
advocate for subs. What we're
here for is helping districts
supply subs," said Blaine
Sorenson, administrative and
secondary education specialist
with STI.
Sorenson said only 600
school districts in the United
States do not have a problem
providing substitute teachers
for their classrooms. With adequate training. districts are
able to retain subs. he said.
"Training is the single most
important human resource
intervention that has an
impact on employee performance," said Gaylan Chandler,
program director for the
Human Resources and
Management department at

usu

"Ninety percent of school
districts provide less than two
hours of training." Longhurst
said.
To help school districts
train their substitute teachers.
STI provides various training
handbooks, seminars, newsletters and a video. An interactive CD-ROM is due out later
this spring.
The training is intended to
teach substitutes how to fill
the time after the lesson is
done and before class ends,

'1902

and how to deal with typical
situations encountered in the
classroom. Sorenson said .
Sorenson gave the example
of Millard County. He said
before the school district
began training they had 50
substitute teachers. After the
STI training, the district
increased their subbing pool to
100 teachers.
One-third of the states,
including Utah, require a high
school diploma and background check to become a
substitute teacher, one-third
require some college experience and the remaining onethird require some sort of
undergraduate degree,
Sorenson said.
"But there is not one state
that will not make an exception to the rule," Sorenson
said.
To help districts increase
their substitute teaching pool,
staffing agencies like Kelly
Services have begun to offer
their services to districts across
the country.
"Staffing agencies are good
at what they do - provide
warm bodies for jobs,"
Longhurst said. "But they're
not good at training educators."
"It is a real positive opportunity to work with an agency
like Kelly, but they have to
address the quality of the individual in the classroom."
Sorenson said.
Maranda Thompson. a
junior high school teacher in
Tremonton. said she cannot
leave anything that has to be
taught because the substitutes
are unable to teach the material.
"You get these moms who
just do it for some extra
money." Thompson said.
With training, an individual
in a classroom will be able to
carry out lesson plans,
Sorenson said.
·1f teachers know subs are
qualified, they'll give subs (a)
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USU makes effort
to better qualify
substitute teachers
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Subs~itl!te teacher requirements are consideredto be less than adequateby some teachersand parents. The
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Substitute TeachingInstitute at USU is makins an effort to better tmin substitute teachers so teacherswon't
have to W01'1'Yabout leaving their clas~to a sub. STI was establishedin 1995.

Screening educates students about alcohol use
lARACALE
Staff Writer
The alcohol screening
sponsored by the Utah State
University Student Wellness
Center Thursday drew many
students, and all who filled
out the alcohol questionnaire
left with a better understanding of how to drink responsi bly, and the problems that
occur when people don't.

USU was one of thousands
of places nationwide that
provided free, anonymous
alcohol screening tests for
National Alcohol Screening
Day. It was started as a day
to allow people at risk or
people with loved ones at
risk for alcohol-related problems to talk one-on-one with
a counselor.
When the Wellness Center
sponsored the screening for

the first time last year 11
people came. This time they
ran out of forms . Jana
Carling , prevention specialist
for the Wellness Center, said
she was pleased over 100 students participated and said
she hopes they were able to
reach those who needed it.
"Everybody needs the education and information," she
said, "but probably 10 per cent n eeded to hear a little

bit more in depth and were
referred to places where they
can get counseling and treatment. "
Screenings like these are
important because most people have a difficult time identifying themselves as prob lematic drinkers, said Bill
Johnson , a substance abuse
counselor with the Bear River
Heal th Department.
Problematic drinkers don't

necessarily drink excessive
amounts. A drinking problem
can be identified by disruptions alcohol causes in a person's life - including social
problems. trouble in the fam ily, problems with self-image
and financial troubles. he
said.
"lf you're starting to see a
problem in these areas. then
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CampusRESEARCH
USU professor uses software to study rivers, help depleted salmon habitat
LYNNmE

HOFFMAN

Staff Writer

In order to restore the depleted
salmon habitat in the South Fork
Salmon River, Lonnie Johnson, an
environmental engineer at the
Institute for Natural Systems
Engineering at Utah State
University, used Geographic
Information Systems software, satellite photos and state-of-the-art computer technology.
Increasing deposits of sediments
are diminishing the fish population
in the South Fork Salmon River in
central Idaho, which is part of the
Columbia River System. The sediments clog the gills of young

salmon, suffocating them. Overall
water quality of rivers also decreases
since the sun can't penetrate as easily.Without sunlight. important
oxygen producers such as algae can't
grow. Water temperature fluctuates
less. disrupting the ecosystem .
Johnson needed to monitor sediment distribution and hydraulic features of the river. Monitoring rivers
involves several steps. Information
such as water surface elevation,
water velocities and sediment types
must be collected along the river.
In addition. aerial photos and
digital imagery of the river are analyzed.
"You use the ground truth data
(the information collected) to assist

in analyzing the satellite images so
you can translate what you're seeing
into what's real." Johnson said.
That data, known as remote
sensing data, is first loaded onto a
program called Imagine, which classifies the information according to a
specified characteristic . such as fish
habitat types within the river.
Inaccuracies in the images are minimized. and the images are loaded
into Geographic Information
Systems software . Though the fate
of salmon in the river is still uncer tain, the U.S forest Service is now
using Johnson's work to continue
the project.
GIS organizes the images and
information into a collection of lay-

ers that arc linked together by geography. lhe computerized information can be referenced according to
geographic loCiltion. A kaleidoscope
of color. so vast and diverse it mo re
resembles a psychedelic scene from
Woodstock than a map . is the final
prodult . Each hue re presents a different feature.
"GIS has everything in spatial
locatio,ns so you can get all the data
layers into one project and manipu late it easily,"said Kiran Panja , also
an environment al engineer at the
Institute for Natural Systems
Engineering
A dick of the mouse on the map
can take you just about anywhere.
Applied Ecological Systems, a

company based out of Logan, works
on many projects throughout the
world. It recen tly compiled all the
available data on utilities in St.
George onto GIS software . The
information is used for planning
and building subdivisions and
developments . program manager
Gar Workman said.
Problems can be located, and
possible solutions devised. without
making extra trips to the site.
"If you had a block of St. George
and decided to put in condomini ums , it would show you what you 'd
do to surrounding traffic. waterlines.
and electricity."Workman said.
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Court sentences Sharif to life
•
•
1n prison on hijacking charge
KARACHI,Pakistan (AP)- Six
months after the army toppled his government. former premier Nawaz Sharif
was sentenced Thursday to life in
prison on charges that he refused to let
a passenger plane land in Pakistan.
endangering all 198 people on board.
Judge Rehmetullah Jaffri found
Sharif guilty of hijacking and terrorism.
He was acquitted of attempted murder
and kidnapping
Six other defendants who were
charged along with Sharif, including his
brother, were acquitted of all charges.
Sharif is expected to appeal.
Seated at the rear of the courtroom,
not far from her husband. Khulsoom
Sharif whispered prayers from the
Koran, the Muslim holy book.
Sharif was charged with hijacking
after refusing to allow the passenger
aircraft returning Gen. Pervez
Musharraf to Pakistan to land in the
southern city of Karachi. The standoff
occurred in the midst of an Oct. 12
coup. The army seized power after

Sharif dismissed Musharraf and
replaced him with a junior general.
The plane was allowed to land after
the army gained control. but by then
the aircraft had barely seven minutes
of fuel remaining. There were 198 people aboard . including 60 children from
U.S.-run American schools in Pakistan.
attended by children of US. diploma ts
stationed here.
The court also ordered all of Sharif's
property confiscated.
During a March 25 visit to Pakistan.
President Clinton asked the military
rulers to spare Sharif's life. At the time.
Musharraf said he was not a vindictive
man and would abide by the court's
decision.
The life sentence was the lesser
penalty. Under Pakistani law. the maximum penalty for hijacking is death.
Pakistan hanged a prime minister in
1979. when Zulfikar Ali Bhutto was
executed for allegedly plotting to kill a
political enemy. Bhutto was thrown out
by the army and imprisoned. tried and

executed by the then dictator Gen.
Mohammed Zia- ul Haq.
Outside the Karachi courtroom
security was tight Overhead. an army
helicopter hovered, and on the
rooftops of nearby buildings army and
policemen with automatic rifles took
aim at the street below.
Four activists of Sharif's Pakistan
Muslim League, who tried to demonstrate outside the courthouse . were
arrested , witnesses said. They screamed
anti-army slogans and declared Sharif
their prime minister as they were being
led away by police.
~~
Party officials had said they would
not ask their supporters to take to the
streets.
Sharif and his co-defendants arrived
at the courtroom in armored personnel
carriers. surrounded by army guards.
Sharif was elected in 1997 with a
two-thirds majority. His government
was widely welcomed. but it quickly
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Lesbian
'ex'hasvisitation Mediamakes
healing
harder
rightsakinto a parent's forColumbine
TRENTON. N.J (AP)- The New
"Under the statute. V.C. and M.J.B.
Jersey Supreme Court ruled Thursday
are essentially equal." Long wrote .
that a lesbian who helped raise her
"Each appears to be a fully capable .
then-lover's twins has rights akin to a
loving parent committed to the safety
parent's and can have visitation now
and welfare of the twins:·
that they have split up.
The New York-based Lambda Legal
The case involved a woman who
Defense &l Education Fund , which litibecame pregnant by artificial insemigates for the rights of gays and lesnation and gave birth to twins in 1994 bians, joined in the New Jersey case.
that she and her lesbian partner.
Lambda legal director Beatrice
identified only as V.C.. raised together
Dohrn hailed the decision as among
the first "to recognize this
for two years.
After their 1996 separa important need to recogtion. a trial court denied
'Eachappearsto nize the importance of
V.C joint custody and visi• lesbian or gay parents
be a fully capable, when both parents are
tation. An appellate court
gave her visitation rights
not directly related to the
loving parent
child."
but not joint custody.
In Thursday's unanicommitted to the
The court heard argumous ruling. the high
ments in the case last
safehJand welfare October. V.C.'slawyers
court also turned down
V.C:s request for joint legal
argued that she is like a
of the twins.'
mother to the twins, a boy
custody. which would have
given her a say regarding
and a girl. even though
• VIRGINIA WNG •
decisions on the children's
they have no biological
ASSOCIAl"E
JUSTICE
upbringing. because she
bonds.
"Biology truly doesn ·t
has not been involved in
have anything to do with
their lives for four years .
"To interject her into the decisional a parent providing a loving, nurturing
realm at this point would be unnecesenvironment," V.C. said after the
sarily disruptive for all involved," Long hearing . "They are my children . too."
said. "We will. therefore. not order
The biological mother's lawyer.
joint legal custody in this case."
Alfred Luciani, argued that she had
Associate Justice Virginia Long,
the right to raise her children free of
writing for the full court. said V.C. car- interference from a ··third party " who
ries the status of a "psychological par - has no legal claim to her kids.
"We are dealing with the legal issue
ent" to the children and has a right to
share parenting duties, despite the
of when a third party has a right to
objections of the birth mother, identiseek custody or visitation, " Luciani
said at the time.
fied only as M.J.B.
V.C. should have regular visitation
The boy and girl call their biological mother "Mommy" and V.C.
with the children. as is typical for
many divorced parents. the court said . "Meema ."

victims,
students
LITTLETON, Colo. (AP)Survivors of the Columbine
High School massacre are ready
to move on a year after the
shooting attack. but the media
spotlight makes progress difficult, students and faculty said
Wednesday.
"Kids are ready to heal," said
Crystal Woodman . a senior who
hid under a table in the suburoan benver school c1unng the
attack that killed 12 students, a
teacher and the two teen-age
gunmen. ··rhey"re ready to go
forward."
A group of 26 students and
faculty members met with
media members . The event, set
up by the school district was to
be the only organi~ed meeting
of reporters with students in
advance of the one-year
anniversary on April 20.
Most of the students . teach•
ers, and administrators said
they wanted to publicly express
thanks to Columbine Principal
Frank DeAngelis for his efforts
at helping them heal and to
people across the country and
worldwide for their support.
Some also said they came to
dispel what they termed
"myths·· surrounding the
nation's worst school shooting.
"The jocks," said Woodman.
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> Dockworkers
refuseto unload
pollutants
SEATTLE(AP) - Dockworkers refused for hours Thursday to
unload PCB-contaminated equipment off a ship that carried the
cargo from U.S. Army bases in Japan . They finally relented after
an arbitrator ruled against them.
The Wan He arrived Wednesday with 110 tons of transformers. other electrical equipment . oil, circuit breakers . packing
material. rags and other debris . Pentagon spokesman Lt. Col.
Steve Campbell said. The waste was supposed to be temporarily
housed in Seattle .
Scott Reid, president of Local 19 of the International
Longshore and Warehouse Union. said the local lost its arbitration early today with the shipping and stevedoring companies.
He said about 20 workers would be put on the job . but were
asking for safety measures before handling the potentially harmful substance .
'"We are going to take as many (precautions) as they will let
us take ," Reid said. "We've asked for protective gear. asked for
permission to do this very slowly, asked to have EPAofficials.
Coast Guard officials there and that they inspect every container as it is offloaded."
Arbitration is the standard means of resolving cargo handling
issues under the union contract. The ILWU has a long history of
refusing to unload ships for political and environmental reasons .
Reid said he had no idea how long it would take to get the 14
containers off the ship.
"We're very upset, very frustrated that our civic leaders . state
leaders and federa l leaders let this happen to us," he said.
"We're between a rock and a hard place. We feel this is an
unfair position they put us in.''

> Reporting
cybercrime
is nota priority
STANFORD,Calif. (AP)- Peter Watkins . who heads the
world's largest computer security company. pulled a high tech
time bomb from his pocket and held it up in front of Attorney
General Janet Reno.
It was a CD, a glistening disc holding about 50,000 'compu ter
viruses collected over 12 years. It held a complete library
describing the viruses· characteristics , what they do and how to
fix them.
"I th ink it's one of the best collections in the world," said
Watkins , president of Network Associates. "Should I share this
with law enforcement?"
CEOs from high-tech companies and top cybercrime prosecutors attending a cybercrime conference at Stanford Law School
on Wednesday burst into laughter. Janet Reno nodded vigorously.
But Watkins didn't hand the CD over.
The viruses were collected off a pool of 70 million desktop
computers protected by Network Associates with an assumption
of anonymity and confidentiality .
"How would my customers feel about me sharing this information? '" he said. '"And how do I respond when the government
of another nation asks for this?"

> DNA
determines
prime
riborground
beef
WOOSTER. Ohio (AP) - Two researchers have developed a
genetic test to determine which young steers will produce prime
rib and which will produce only ground chuck .
The DNA test can identify, with 99 percent accuracy. whether
cattle have the genetic potential to produce tender , tasty beef if
fed and raised properly. said Francis Fluharty. an Ohio State
University feedlot nutritionist who developed the test along with
molecular biolog ist Dara! Jackwood.
Fluharty said the test would allow farmers and feedlot operators to avoid wasting time and money fattening up cattle that
will never produce high -quality steaks. Tough-meat cattle could
be eliminated through selective breeding, meaning COJ'\Sumers
would get only quality choice cuts for their money.
"I think the potential is huge ," said Jim Riemann , executive
director of the Certified Angus Beef Program. which plans to
license the test for exclusive use in Angus cattle. "It should take
a lot of variability out of the market .''
The test would be done early in a steer's life. Inferior animals
could be raised for hamburger or other ground meat whose tenderness isn't as important.
Savings could reach $40 to $50 per animal in the feedlot.
Fluharty said . The technology. if widely used . could eliminate
most tough beef from the marketplace within a decade . he said .
The test would require a few drops of blood. cost about $10
per animal and take abou t a week. the resear chers said.
Further refinements to the test and finding labs to perform it
could take up to two years.

> fordto release
hybrid
carin 2003
DEARBORN,Mich. (AP)- Ford Motor Co. will sell a version of its _E~cape small s~ort utility vehicle powered by gas
and electnc1ty m 2003. with fuel economy close to 40 miles
per gallon in city driving .
The Escape hybrid electric is the first such vehicle for
which an American automaker has announced production
plans. and the largest hybrid vehicle so far.
But the benefits of a hybrid come with a pr ice that customers might find too high . While Ford officials wouldn 't set
a price for the hybrid Escape, they said it would cost roughly
$3,000 more than the $18,000-$21.000 sticker price of the
20?,-h~rsel?ower V6 Escape that goes on sale later this year.
This will be the most fuel efficient . cleanes t SUV on the
planet.: · said Rick Eagle. Ford Escape project management
supervisor. Eagle and other Ford officials declined to say how
many Escape hybrids would be built.
The hybrid Escape will have a four-cylinder gas engine
mated to an electric motor that kicks in extra power when
nee9ed . The motor will use power from a battery pa ck stored
behmd the rear seats and recharge the batteries with engine
power or by recaptu ring energy when the vehicle brakes .
Like Honda's Insight, the Escape's gas en gine will shut off
at stoplights or when idling to conserve fuel. The electric
motor can restart the gas engine in a fract ion of a second .
. Eag~e_said the Escape hybrid will get close to 40 mpg in
City dnvmg, and the extra mileage will extend the Escape·s
range to more than 500 miles on a tank of gas.
Few hybrid vehicles are on U.S. roads today. Honda has
sold 397 of its Insights since March in the United States, and
Toyota will pu t its Prius on sale this summer .
General Motors Corp .. DaimlerChrysler AG and othe r
automakers have shown prototypes of hybrids in recent years
bu t have said they haven't solved the issue of cost.
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SCREENING
Continuedfrom Page1
it's probably time to step back and
say, 'OK. I might have a problem.' "
Johnson said.
Even if a person only drinks one
time a year. if that person gets a DUI
(Driving Under the Influence) every
year, it's a problem, he said.
He said about 70 percent of those
who drink alcohol are social
drinkers , meaning alcohol has no
negative effect on their life.
The other 30 percent have a problem, and one in 10 are alcoholics.
That is why screening is so important; alcohol problems are widespread, but a person oft~n doesn 't
recognize he has one without taking
a step back and looking at the effect
of drinking on his life, Johnson said .
During the screening, a panel of
recovering alcoholics shared their
stories with students in the TSC
auditorium.
All USU students at one point or
another, the participants spoke of
the problems alcohol caused in their
lives and what they had done to turn
things around .
•If you think being a good student
means you can't have a drinking
problem, you're wrong : said one
panelist.
He spoke of his sister, who is now
crippled by alcoholism, being second
in her class as a USU graduate and
spiraling downward from there. He
said it has been a hard thing to

> Logan
to build
water
tankat USU

ati0113IAlcohol
Da
'

Mackenzie Hyer, USU Student Athlete Mentor, left, and JackFleming, USU sophomore,right, volunteerat the alcoholscreeningdesk in

the TSC JuniperLo1111ge
passingout ;;urveysand literatureaboutalcoholismThursdayafternoon.

watch , especially because he knows
first hand what she is going
through.
All three panelists are working
through the 12-step Alcoholks
Anonymous program and have been
sober for years, but had plenty of life
experience to share.

All three said they had served jail
time for alcohol and drug-related
crimes, had caused their families
pain and had struggled to pull out of
it.
But all three spoke of success, and
attributed that to AA.
Students who think they or a

friend might have an alcohol prob]em can contact the Counseling
Center or the Student Wellness
Center for help, advice and information.
The Student Wellness Center is
located in the basement of the
University Inn.

ASUSU brings year to a close
with three hours of legislation
employees, hardware and
Student Center ASUSU Space.
printouts.
This bill passed 16 to 1, with
She said because some stuone member abstaining. It
In a farewell meeting that
dents use all their printouts
deals with new space on the
lasted most of the evening, this while others use none at all, it
third floor of the TSC given to
year's Utah State University
is impossible for Computer
ASUSU.
student council worked
Services to predict how much
As amended, the bill will
through a pile of legislation it
of their budget would go to
remove the hall west of the
had tabled in meetings
printouts.
TSC Senate Chambers, making
throughout the year.
She said removal of the 35
the chambers larger with more
'Toe outgoing members of
free printouts is intended to
seating available for Executive
the Associated Students of
improve efficiency of
Council and other organizaUSU Executive Council disComputer Services as much as
tions that use the room .
cussed nine legislative items at
it is meant to save money.
TSC Room 332A. formerly
Tuesday night's meeting. It was
Sessions said if all students
used by the Interfraternity and
this council's last time to offiused all their printouts. it
Panhellenic Councils. will be •
cially meet together. and some
would represent 8.4 percent of
used for the Programming
points in the evening's discusComputer Services· budget.
Board offices. The wall between
sion got so heated, ASUSU
money he said could be used
the current programming and
President Nate Anderson had
to improve other aspects of
college senators· offices will be
to remind the members ·we all campus computing.
removed, and the new room
love each other."
But Brown said none of this
will become the new Val R.
An additional legislative
justifies taking away students'
Christiansen Service Center.
item was discussed, but
printouts - printouts he called
The former Service Center
because College of Engineering "sacred."
will be divided into eight
Senator Kalem Sessions said he
ASUSUPresident-elect Ben
rooms, each of which will be
wasn't able to obtain enough
Riley,who was at Tuesday's
an individual office for the colinformation on the issue, it will meeting, voiced his support for lege senators. The senators curbe passed on to next year's
the proposal. which would
rently share one large office.
council
require students to pay for
and some complained that the
The issue was the removal
each printout at a reduced cost noise interfered with profesof "free· computer printouts in
of 3 cents per page.
sionalism.
campus computer labs.
Discussion of the nine other
Other offices, such as the
Despite the fact the council
legislative items took up the
Multicultural Student Center
didn't vote on the issue
remainder of the meeting.
and the offices of the ASUSU
because Sessions was not able
which lasted almost five hours.
vice presidents. will remain the
to obtain a breakdown on
Some passed with little debate,
same.
printout usage, it generated
while others became more
• ECB 00-18, Other Fee
much discussion. including
heated. Here is a summary of
Reallocation. This bill passed
some from USU students who
each item:
unanimously. It takes fees dishad showed up to voice their
• Executive Council
tributed through the ·other·
concerns.
Resolution 00-7, Guidelines to
fee committee from three
"In all honesty, I think it's a
Lower the Cost of Textbooks.
groups who no longer use the
bunch of garbage to take away
This resolution passed unanimoney. The money will be
more services unless you
mously with almost no discus- . moved to the ASUSUactivities
reduce fees: political science
sion. It states a list of official
vice president's budget.
major Chris Brown said. "Do
guidelines ASUSUrecom• ECB00-22. Student
not take (students') silence as
mends for instructors and stuInvolvement Center. This bill
compliance to what you want
dents to reduce the cost of
passed 11 to 7 As amended. it
to do."
textbooks.
uses $800 from the ASUSU
He said ASUSU'sreasoning
Among the guidelines for
Capital and Support account to
that Computer Services was
instructors include placing
be distributed among 16 stuhaving a hard time budgeting
texts on library reserve. standents who were involved in the
the free printouts was an
dardizing books across course
new Student Involvement
invalid excuse because, he said, sections and making an effort
Center and the Student
USU is an academic institution. to use the same edition of the
Recreation Center projects.
not a business.
same text for a long period of
The bill originally asked for
"Sillyme. I thought this unitime. if possible.
$500 to give $50 cash awards
versity was here to educate stuFor students, ASUSUrecom- to each of 10 students who
dents." Brown said.
mends using the online book
submitted design proposals for
But ASUSUAcademic Vice
exchange for buying and sellthe new Student Involvement
President Emily Croshaw said
ing text books. seeking online
Center .
there are no special fees existbooksellers as alternatives and
As part of a class. these stuing to cover the cost of combuying books to share with
dents submitted ideas for the
puter printouts. Rather. she
classmates or friends.
center. The designers of the
said, there is a computer fee
• Executive Council Bill00that covers software, lab
17, Reallocation of Taggart
Jumpto ASlJSU.
Page9

Logan City Mayor Doug
Thompson and Utah State
University President
George Emert have signed
a land use agreement that
will allow Logan City to
build a two million gallon
culinary water reservoir
tank on university property above the Logan Golf
and Country Club.
Current growth on
Logan's east bench means
USU's one million gallon
reservoir tank now supplying water to the university
and much of the east
bench has reached its
capacity.
The state continually
upgrades requirements
regulating water supplies
for fire protection and culinary use. according to
Brian Andersen. assistant
director of fpcilities operations at USU. The supply
from the new reservoir will
provide better fire protection for both USU and
Logan City and keep them
up to date with state regulations. he said.
The agreement provides
fire protection that will
serve both Logan and USU
and increase fire protection capabilities for both. It
also deals with some
improvements to First
Dam at the mouth of
Logan Canyon.

DOUG SMEATH

Assistant FeaturesEditor

Stoned

Dan Kainz's sculpture consisting of
two monolithic-sized rockswas set in
front of the Fine Arts building
Wednesday.Kainz's sculpture was purchasedby the univmity after it won the
InternationalSc.ilpture Competition.

Rf.sEARCH
Continuedfrom Page1
U.S. Forest Service managers also have new incentive
to use computerized technology.
Starting this year, the U.S.
Forest Service no longer
receives federal aid on request.
Audits showed some districts
were misusing funds, so district
and regional forests have been
required to show what money
will be used for and why it is
necessary, said Connie
Mccaughey. the support services specialist in charge of
budgeting the Wasatch-Cache
National Forest.
Computer technology provides a means to illustrate
those things.
"They want to know how
many miles of trail we have,
and a11this different criteria
they base budgets. on. GJS and
GPS (global positioning system)
give us a good way to create,
collect and store that information," said Ron Vance, the outdoor recreation coordinator for
Wasatch-Cache National
Forest.
Six years ago WasatchCache National Forest was
monitored by people who flew

over and took pictures of the
vegetation. Now satellite
imagery has replaced that
process so information can be
stored and manipulated much
more easily.
Images provided via satellite
are used to determine whether
current management strategies
are effective.
If not. the satellite images
can also help forest managers
create useful changes in their
plans , Vance said.
The uses for GIS software
seem endless. It is even being
used to computerize burial and
genealogy records in cemeteries, yet the software is far from
flawless.
Collecting data and getting
it into the correct format,
minus inaccuracies, is a hassle.
according to Panja and
Workman .
And often th e large
amounts of data required to
get accurate information fill
the computer's memory. Vance
said it can be difficult to find a
work force able to keep up
with rapidly changing technology.
But all three men agreed
that the benefits of computer
technology are worth the frustrations.

SUBS
Continuedfrom Page1
higher level of responsibility:
Longhurst said.
Another challenge faced by
substitutes is the treatment by
the administration at schools.
·subs aren't treated with
the same level of respect,"
Longhurst said.
When Thompson was a
substitute teacher. she said
others in the school rarely

spoke to her.
She said the substitutes at
the junior high where she
works are "just kind of there·
- nobody really interacts with
them. Sorenson said involving
substitutes in training, staff
and professional development
meetings for regular teachers
would improve the treatment
of substitutes and the district's
ability to retain them .
"Treat them as profession als and you'll retain them."

Sorenson said.
"Having a good work environment is part of retention:
Chandler said
Chandler said a complete
commitment system. including
substantial training. higher
than average pay. benefits and
equal treatment, needs to exist
to retain employees.
"Training by itself won't do
it." Chandler said. "Pay by itself
won't do it. You have to build a
complete commitment system."

> Chamber
to
sponsor
breakfast
The Chamber of
Commerce will be sponsoring a breakfast Tuesday
at 8 a m. at JJNorth's.
The Mother's of Utah
for the Children of Russia
will give a slide presentation sharing a recent
humanitarian trip to aid
the abandoned and destitute children of
Vladivastok. Russia. Photos
have been provided
through Deseret News
photographer Jeff Allred
who accompanied the
group on the trip.
The public is invited to
attend. but must RS.VP. by
Monday. For reservations
call 752-2161.

> Students
run
for"health
of it"
The Bear River Health
Department and
Healthier You 2002 will
sponsor a SK and one
mile "Run for the Health
of it" Saturday Those
interested in participating
may register the day of
the race from 7:45 to 8:45
a.m. The SK individual
race costs $7 while a team
of five costs $30. The one
mile walk begins at 9:10
a.m . and is $6.

> Diversity
award
winners
announced
Utah State University
has announced the recipients of the 7th annual
President's Diversity
Awards.The presentations
will be made Tuesday at
the President's Diversity
Forum, ·opportunities for
Diversity in Utah Part I:
Ethnic Diversity."
The forum is from 10
a.m. until noon in the
EcclesConference Cent er.

> Correction
In Wednesday's article
in the Statesmanabout
Utah State University
President George Emert
living in Bullen Hall
misidentified who
cleaned the bathroom in
the room he stayed in. It
was actually cleaned by
the Housing and Food
Services custodial staff.
The Statesman regrets
the error.

Briefscompiledby
USUAND STAn:sMtNSWF
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Mr. President

Statesman
Utah

Hes'sthepresidentof UtahStateUniversity.
But who ishe?Findout in
Monday'sLifestyles
section.
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CONCERT

•

Masterworks Concert
Utah Symphony
Abravanel Hall
123 w. south Temple
Salt Lake City
8 p.m.
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$8 With student ID

$14 to $33 without ID
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USU alumnus Craig Jessop conducts the Mormon TabernacleChoir in his first GeneralConferenceappearanceas director.Jessopsaid his family is an "Aggiefamily."

USU alum leads LDSchoir.
CORINNE l<ATOR

SeniorFeaturesWriter
"My advjce to current
Aggies: to follow the
deep passion of your

heart ."
Craig Jessop, a Utah
State University alumnus who currently
serves as director of the
Mormon Tabernacle

Choir, said in a recent
interview he believes it
is important for students to do what they
love.
•If you know what

you really enjoy and
love to do it - and it's
honorable - go for it,"
Jessop said. "It's amazing how the good Lord
provides if you follow

Craig Jessop leads the congregationin a hymn at tlte Churchc,ffe~u, Christof tatter-day Saints' 17UthSem1a111111al

GeneralConferenceSaturday,when churchmeml·ers111tf for thefir~t time in the new ConferenceCenter.

those deepest feelings
of your heart."
Jessop said he has
pursued his passion,
choral music, with all
his heart and has never
regretted it.
Jessop had some of
his first experiences
with choral music at
USU. He grew up in
Cache Valley, taking
music lessons and
attending performances
at the university.
"You can't grow up in
Cache Valley and not
be influenced by USU."
Jessop said.
After graduating
from Sky View High
School. Jessop was invited to audition for a
vacancy in one of the
USU choirs. He was
selected and joined the
choir for a tour.
·1 was representing
USU before I was a
USU student," Jessop
said.
Jessop became a USU
student and graduated
from the university
with a bachelor's degree
in music.
Jessop said his entire
family is involved with
USU. His mother.
Dortha. worked at the
bookstore for many
years; his brother,
Lamont. works for the
Physical Plant; his wife.
Ranae. is a USU alumna; three of his four
children have attended
USU and his youngest
daughter will probably
attend USU as well.
"We're an Aggie family."Jessop said. ·we·ve
always been loyal.
devoted Aggies."
After leaving USU,
Jessop earned a master's degree from
Brigham Young
University.
He taught high
school for two years and
then went on to earn a

doctorate from Stanford
University. Jessop said
he intended to teach at
a university, but a
phone call from another USU alumnus
changed his plans.
The friend called to
invite Jessop. who had
been a member of the
ROTC at both BYUand
USU, to audition for the
United States Air Force
Singing Sergeants.
This audition was
the beginning of
Jessop's career in the
USAF music programs. · ,
According to a biographical sketch prepared by the Mormon
Tabernacle Choir.
Jessop directed the
Singing Sergeants from
1980 to 1987, conducted
the Band of the USAF
in Europe from 1987 to
1991 and conducted the
Air Combat Command
Heartland of America
Band from 1991 to
1995. These positions
took Jessop to
Washington. DC..
Ramstein, Germany.
and Omaha. Neb.
Jessop returned to
Utah in 1995 when he
became the associate
director of the Mormon
Tabernacle Choir. In
December 1999 he took
full responsibility for
the choir, becoming the
choir's director.
Last weekend Jessop
conducted the choir as
it provided music for
the 170th Semiannual
General Conference of
the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day
Saints.
Jessop said this conference was special for
him for two reasons: It
was his first general
conference as director
of the Mormon
Tabernacle Choir, and it

Staff Writer

This weekend the Utah
State University Opera
Theatre will be performing
Hansel and Gretel at the
Lyric Theatre in downtown
Logan
The three-act opera will
run Friday and Saturday.
starting at 7:30 p.m. both
nights.
Hansel and Gretel is a
full-length grand opera and
runs over three hours long.
· Tickets are $5 at the door.
with USU students admitted
free with student ID. No chi!-

dren under 6 will be admitted.
The opera was written by
Englebert Humperdink who.
according to a press release
from the Lyric Theatre. was a
student of Richard Wagner
and a great admirer of
Strauss .
In the latter part of the
19th century, Humperdink
decided to set the Grimm
Brother's fairy tale to music.
the press release says.
According to the press
release, this story features
themes common in fairy
tales, including stern parents.
a foreboding mystical forest,

••
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•••
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••
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••
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a wicked witch and the powers of magic
Brittney Dunn sings the
role of Hansel since a
woman's voice can more easily reproduce the high voice
of a child.
Deon James acts as Grete l,
and Loralle Choate is the
witch .
The opera features many
memorable songs. according
to the release, including "The
Dew Fairy." an aria sung by
Tamma Burningham while
she plays the harp, and
"When at Night I Go to
Sleep." a hymn the release
Brittany Dunn (left) plays Hansel,toralee Citrateis the witch and
says is popular with children. Dc()nJames(right) is Gretelin USU Opera's 'Hansel and Gretel.'

CONCERT

•

Fishbone
20/20
150 N. Main Street
Pocatello
7:30 p.m.
$10 at the door

DANCE

•

Rock Around the World
Especially for
International Students
LOSInstitute
8:30 to 11:30 p.m.

$2 with ID
$4 without ID

A CAPELLA
CONCERT

•

Voice Mail, That One,
Gentlemen of
the court.
Mountain Crest
High School
7:30 p.m.

$4

DANCE

•

•

••
••
•
••
•

•
••

~
i;

!
j

Featuring Blue Kilts
Benefit for Schools
for Africa
Fieldhouse
9 p.m. to midnight
$2

TUesday
• •••

PANELDISCUSSION

•

President's Diversity
Forum
Eccles Conference
center Auditorium
10 a.m. to noon
free

niursctay
• •••

MOVIE

•

l

••
••
••
•
••

Multicultural Cinema
'Empire of the Sun'
Old Main Room 117
7 p.m .
free

••

If you have Information
that you would /Ike
featured In Steppln' Out,
please e-mail It to
edltor@statesman. usu.edu
or call 797-1742

J .
~

•

SK and 1 mile
Bear River
Health Department
655 E. 1300 North
9 a.m.
Registration 7:45 a.m.
$7 individual
$30 team of five

•

••
••

G,

RACE

Poetry and a Beverage
Featuring The Jenna
Land Band
Old Main Amphitheater
7 to 10 p.m.
free with ID

•

s

Saturday
• •••

POETRY

USU opera a fairy tale for adults
KATHRYN SUMMERS

Also on Saturday

•
•
••
••
•
•
••
•
•

••
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'Erin Brockovich' a tolerable

David and Goliath rehash

UNIVERSITY

What are .textbook adoptions, and why are they tmportant?

Movie
REv1Ew

Most university courses have associated textbooks that will be used as curriculum.To have
textbooks availablefor purchase, faculty must "adopt" the textbook by placing an order at
the Bookstore.When adopt ions are submitted on time from facultythe Bookstore can
locate the appropriate number of textbooks from publishers and other sources.

I Grade:B+

In order to have textbooks and materials availableon the first day of class for SUMMER
SEMESTER.
the Bookstore should have received faculty orders on March 1, 2000
Adoptions that have not been made are now past due.
·

ANDY MORGAN

Staff Writer

The theme of David versus
Goliath has been repeated
countless times in the movie
industry, but theatergoers
still cannot get enough of the
dogfight between the two
biblical contenders.
Everybody loves it when
the little guy whoops the big
guy's can.
It's that simple.
Even better when the film
sustains itself on something
more than overused emotion .
Hence, Erin Brockovich
succeeds.
Based on a true story, the
movie introduces us to Erin
Brockovich (Julia Roberts) , a
mother of three kids struggling to make ends meet in
an ever-cruel California job
market.
Brockovich believes hard
work makes up for a lack of
knowledge and is frustrated
by the lack of enthusiasm in
her interviews toward her
attitude of "I'm a fast learner.·
Down on her luck, the
tide begins to turn for
Brockovich when she meets
George (Aaron Eckhart), her
Hell's Angel neighbor, and he
offers to watch her kids.
Of course, George also
quickly becomes a love interest, adding a tempestuous
love story to the drama.
Brockovich is working as a
secretary in a small legal firm
owned b¥ Ed Masry (Albert
Finney). While working for
Masry, she stumbles upon a
peculiar case involving Pacific
Gas and Electric and the citizens of Hinckley, Calif.
Apparently, PG&E paid
some residents to visit the
doctor - and, strangely, all
visits were related to injuries
caused by pollutants in the
water .
After spending countless
hours doing research,
Brockovich is convinced
PG&E has injured the residents of Hinckley, and she

llahSlale TEXTBOOK ADOPTION
BOOKSTORE REPORT As of 5 pm, March 29, 2000

As of s pm, Wednesday, March 2,, 2000, the Bookstore had received
the following percent of adoptions from corresponding departments:
% c>fAdoptions(Orderf)
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Agriculture
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100%
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Colle e Total
ACCT
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'Erin Brockovich'finds Robertsstepping outside her comfort zone.

and Masry begin the long
process of taking the enormous gas and electric company to court.
Julia Roberts steps out of
the comfort zone of her
usual characters to play the
gritty, loudmouthed
Brockovich.
Her performance allows us
to feel sympathy for the
female protagonist, rather
than looking down on her
because of her wrong choices
or behavior . With the success
of Erin Brockovich,
Roberts has solidified her
status as a huge moneymaker
and securing a threepeat of
wealth for her studios
(Notting HiJJ,Runaway Bride ,
Erin Brockovich).
Finney (The Entertainer,
Simpatico, Annie) is wonderful as Ed Masry , Brockovich 's
boss and legal partner.
He is a fine actor. but I'm sorry - I just couldn't
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100%
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I
0
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0%
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8

l00°/4
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20

100%

2

l00%

FREN

GERM

ming on TV, there is archeology of the home for you too .
Simply go to your favorite
couch, preferably one with a
hide -a- bed that hasn't been
use in abo ut twenty years,
and crack that baby open .
When the nuclear, mushroom cloud of lint and soot
clears, the treasures
contained within could be the
basis for a best-selling book
of memoirs. Silverware, golf
tees, broken sunglasses, that
weird Abflex something-orother you ordered off the
tel evision in the middle of
the night, the shriveled form
of your lost pet hamster
Lenny , some lov e letters,
candy wrappers, your bachelor's degree and, of course,
Book four in the Robert
Jordan "W hee l of Time"
series.
It's amazing. Suddenly, a
job you have put off for a
decade or so becomes a
major event with surprises,
reunions
and
sometimes
even some tears.
When all is said and done,
six months to a year later , as
the artifacts begin to pile up
in your strained existence
and someone gets into your
car or comes into your house
and gives you that look
you know , the look like ,
"Hey , why don't you clean
thi s pigsty up ?" - you can
fee l good insid e be ca use you
know the trJth. It's all just
being done in the name of
science.

yanobi@hotmail.com

100%
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96%

PRP

27

78%

·· lTAL

0

0%
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0

0%

KOR.

0
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¼

Bryce Casselman, features
writer for the Statesman,
is a junior
majoring in journalism.
Send comments to

49
21

PEP

I.JFESENTENCES
/ BryceCasselman
of "The X- Files."
With all options weighed,
I would pull on the doctor 's
mask, rubber gloves and bulletproof vest and grab the latest cleaner
that 's being
pushed by the Antibacterial
Mafia, which is usually some
kryptonite-green
colored
concoction with added baking soda, topped off with a
lovely potpourri scent.
But now, I've found that
from an archeological point
of view, cleaning a car after a
long time can be extremely
exciting, especially for parents of toddlers.
You see, pulling a chi ld's
car seat •from a car is like
looking into a newly discov ered tomb.
Underneath
a lay er of
dust, sp illed root beer and
fossilized fruit snacks, a treasure is found . A shrine of
items that are similar to those
that would be placed in a
time capsule to celebrate our
existence, each object a perfect symbol of our cu lture,
society and depth of the
humanity .
In the back seat of my
four-door
vault -on -wheels,
I've found money, french
fries, Mr. Potato Head's
glasses,
Kix cerea l,
a
Pokemon something, a Phil
Col Iins LP, th e evide nce that
would have convicted O.J.
and hundreds upon hundreds
of cheap, irritating Happy
Meal toys.
For those of you out there
who do not have kids and
whose lives do not revolve
around "cute" clothes, snotty
noses and trying to find a bal ance
between
the least
annoying and most educa tion a l ch ildr en's program-

l00%

ll6

,·,J~t.,

help but notice he has the
hairiest eyebrows I've seen in
a long time. It looks like two
fuzzy caterpillars have
attached themselves above
his eyes.
Eckhart (Any Given
Sunday) does a respectable
job as Brockovich's biker
babysitter, and the movie is
graced with a wonderful performance from Peter Coyote
(Random Hearts, Patch
Adams. Sphere) as a big - .
name, corporate lawyer. Marg
Helgenberger (Bad Boys.
Species, Species II) cameos as
one of the victims of the
Hinckley disaster and .adds
emotional intensity to the
movie
Erin Brockovich seems to
drag in places, and the movie
checks in at two hours and
10 minutes. However , the
time issue is placated by the
story, its characters and our
need to see justice be served.

96%

l4

MHR

.HEP
Julia Roberts is Erin Brockovich,a real-lifeDavid who defeats Goliath.

24
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One person's junk,
another person's treasure
When
you were
a kid, did
movies
I i k e
Raiders
of
the
Lost Ark
a
n
d
Jurassic Park ever make you
want to become an archeologist or a paleontologist, dig ging deep into the earth and
bringing forth treasures of the
past?
They did for me.
As an adult, I have learned
that I can come close to this
level of joy without the
inconvenience
of
being
chased
by
Nazis
or
Velociraptors .
All you really need is a
house, at least one small
child or a roommate that acts
like one and about six
months of school, work, family and c hurch.
This leaves approximately
4.9 hours remaining in the
day to squeeze in some food
and just enough sleep to
keep you looking like an
extra on the set of The Night
of the Living Dead: The
Campus Years.
Then one day, the planets
align, the sun begins to shine
and you realize your car has n't been vacuumed this cen tury and the cream -colored
carpe t in your house now has
an eerie grayish -green tint.
In the past, I have serious ly considered at this point
whether it would be easier to
simply burn down the house
and roll the car into the nearest lake, find myself a hand cart, a tep ee and of course a
te levisio n and a ge nerator so
I can still get my wee kly fix
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* Basedon classinformation publishedin the Summer 2000 ClassSchedule.

Several variables impact the effective processing of adoptions mcludmg:
T imely f,1c,-1lty:-,dopt1on subm1ss1ons
• Our -of-pr nt rrxttoo'<s

FACULTY:

B.1ck-ordercd

textbo o ks .1t the ;:iubl,o;br-r

• New cour ses being JddC'd
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Spring
Rose
Special

I

I ,.,.
;I·,..
l'UU'S

1 Dozen Roses Arranged
.Just $29. 95
~~

Fred's Flowei:s
41 North Main
Loga"". • 752-6242

l.flllWi--.
--

Byappointment,
Mondfly,
Af,tll10
andTuuday,Af,tll11,1999
1:00 ~.m.to 6:00 ~rn.
Taggatt ~ti-nt Cantot
Audlfotlurn

jFSSOP
Continuedfrom Page4
was the first general conference held in the church's new
Conference Center in Salt
Lake City.
Jessop said conducting in
the Conference Center, which
seats 21,000 people , was an
exciting experience.
"It's beautiful. It's magnificent." Jessop said of the
Center.
Jessop said he has performed in many of the
world's great halls, and he
considers this new facility to
be one of the greatest.
He said he and the members of the choir look forward
to the next general conference, to be held in October,
when the Center's enormous
pipe organ will be operational.
"It's important to love,
with a passion, your life
work," Jessop said.

C:illbacki:
by invitationonly, Woonesday,Aptil 12,
,.,,. 10:go a.m. to 5:00 p.m., and B:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Call (4%) 797-1]g'i? to sch@dule
appointmentand fot mote
itifotmation

Retiring professor's art shown
DOUGSMEATH

Assistant FeaturesEditor

After working at Utah
State University for more
than 30 years, one of the Art
department's faculty is about
to retire.
Illustration professor Glen
Edwards will leave USU this
spring, Marcia Roberts, a secretary at the gallery, said.
His work is currently on
display at the Tippetts
Gallery in the Chase Fine
Arts building.
Edwards' work is usually
in the form of posters or
paintings in gallery shows,
though some people think of
illustration as an art form for
children's books. Roberts
said.
"He can use a lot of different kinds of mediums," she
said.
She said this includes pen

and ink. charcoals and mostly oil.
Roberts said Edwards has
not only been teaching at
USU for 34 years but also
earned all his degrees from
this school.
·1 think he's one of the
favorite professors here," she
said. "He's a really nice guy."
A closing reception will be
held in his honor at the
gallery Saturday, April 15.
The reception is free and
open to the public, Robert
said. The reception is from
7:30 to 9:30 p.m.
Prior to the reception, a
dinner will be held at the
Copper Mill Restaurant at 55
N. Main Street Roberts said
the dinner is also open to
the public and will cost $15
per person.
The dinner begins at 5:30
p.m.
More information on the

Art professor Glen Edwards'

illustration;;,including this one of
TheodoreRoosevelt,are on display at the Tippetts Art Gallery.

reception. dinner and art
show can be obtained by
calling 797-3460.
The gallery is open weekdays from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Mulder leaving?Another 'Jurassic Park'? 'The
Statesman' provides all the Hollywood details
ANovMoRGAN
Staff Writer

Ptepateone minute eachof balladand up-tem1><>
Bt0adway-dylemui:ic. You mui:tbring your own
tape ot accompanist.
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Can "TheX-Files·make it
withoutMulder?
Rumor has it David
Duchovny is not interested in
portraying Fox Mulder for
another season. The star of
Fox'shit supernatural drama
doesn't feel like the program
has any gas left in its tank.
If Duchovny·s departure is
a certainty, than Fox must
either decide to end "The XFiles· this year or ride the
back of Gillian Anderson
(Dana Scully) for another
season. Anderson has one

\;)Kost
of
the·people
ute

more year on her contract.
Although Duchovny's
agent denies the gossip,
$ources say the actor has
been offered $1 million dollars per episode if he agrees
to stick around another year.

HarryPottergoingto the
movies
Steven Spielberg was the
frontrunner to direct Warner
Brothers· highly anticipated
movie version of J.K.
Rowling's Harry Potter series.
Apparently, Spielberg had
prior commitments, so the
directorial duties will be
handed to Chris Columbus
(Home Alone, Stepmom, Mrs.
Doubtfire, Bicentennial
Man).

Will there be another
IndianaJonesmovie?

.. •

'.•::•'•' •

Harrison Ford. Steven
Spielberg and George Lucas
think another movie is possible.
However, current projects
have the three celebrities
tied up, and there seems to
be some confusion as to
when the movie will start
production and when it will
be released.
Lucas doesn't plan to go
anywhere near the Indiana
Jones franchise until he is
through with his Star Wars
prequels. Episode Two is
scheduled for release in May
of 2002 and Episode Three
will hit theaters in May of
2005.
While it appears that
Indiana Jones isn't on the
fast track, both Spielberg and
Ford are ready to do the project as soon as possible.
Ford's next project links him
with Michelle Pfeiffer in the
thriller What Lies Beneath,
due to hit theaters later this
year.
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Angelina Jolie, this year's
best supporting actress (Girl,
Interrupted) has been
snagged to play video-game
vixen Lara Croft, the heroine

from the popular Tomb
Raider series. The film is due
for release next summer.
Simon West (Con Air, The
General's Daughter) will
direct the film.

a true and factual account of
the Japanese bombing in
Hawaii on December 7, 1942.
Filming is set to begin soon
with Ben Affleck, Cuba
Gooding Jr. and Tom
Sizemore as the lead actors.
Other rumored actors interested in the project are Gene
Hackman and Alec Baldwin.

BraveheartMeetsSaving
PrivateRyan

The early buzz on Mel
Gibson's June 30 release of
Rushdieis a closetactor
The Patriot taps the
Revolutionary War film as a
Salman Rushdie, the
mix of Braveheart and Saving author behind the controverPrivate Ryan. Dean Devlin
sial novel ·satanic Verses·
and Roland Emmerich, the
recently told the New York
duo behind 1996's
Times he feels he can make
Independence Day and
it in show business, express1998's Godzilla, are said to
ing a desire to be an actor.
have created sweeping, enorRushdie's aforementioned
mous, panoramic battle
novel resulted in an Iranianscenes, with the gory reality
imposed exile against him .
that made Spielberg's aforeThe British author plans to
mentioned war epic come to
move to New York to pursue
his dream of acting.
life. John Williams (Star
Wars, Superman, Schindler's
List, Jurassic Park, Saving
The statusof St:MWars:
Private Ryan) composed the . EpisodeTwo
soundtrack.
Let's hope this film makes
It seems like just the other
us forget Godzilla.
day that anticipation for the
first Star Wars movie in 16
JurassicPark3:Areyou
years was coming to a boil.
kidding?
Most folks were not disappointed, but a few people
had to endure massive psyJust when you thought it
chotherapy to rid their
was safe to go back to Costa
Rica, another appendage to
minds of Jar Jar Binks.
the 1993 dinosaur flick is
Almost a year later. many
due to hit theaters next sum- people wonder what is hapmer.
pening with the second
How much faith does
installment of the Star Wars
Universal have in the proprequels. One thing can be
ject?
certain. Leonardo DiCaprio
Not much. Spielberg has
will not be donning the Jedi
told Universal he will only
wardrobe any time soon to
advise on the film and
play Anakin Skywalker. Lucas
Michael Crichton, the author
is a big fan of anonymity and
of "Jurassic Park" and "The
is said to be looking for an
Lost World." will not be
unknown to play the role of
involved with the script, nor
the almost 20-year-old Jedi.
compose another book relat Apparently, the script still
ing to the movie.
has work to be done, and
The budget has been set at while that is happening, pro$84 million, and it is being
ducer Rick McCallum is
scouting locations that
directed by Joe Johnston
Uumanji, The Racketeer).
include Italy, Tunisia and
Australia. Filming will start
PearlHarbor
this summer and most of the
original Episode One cast
This film sounds like it
will return to reprise their
will rock. Michael Bay and
roles. Oh. bad news for some
Jerry Bruckheimer (Bad Boys, of you, Jar Jar Binks will be
The Rock, Armageddon) are
back for a second stint as the
joining forces again to create
"racist" amphibian.
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On the roadagain
USUSOFTIIAl.1.:

Pickup a copyof Monday'sStatesmanto
see if the Aggiesbeat SacramentoState.

SPORTSEDITOR

797-1762
sports@statesmanusu.edu

Aggies take win

Bagwell
will hit 40
- maybe
45 - but
not 50

streak on road
USU pits two-game win streak against
Saramento State's five-game losing streak
Assistant Sports Editor

I CaseyHobson
It's been
an interesting opening
week
in
baseball.
Ken Griffey
Jr. is still
0-for-Cincy,

a

r

first game goes, McCreesh said. Game
two starts at 3 p.m. Saturday and
game three starts at 1 p.m. Sunday.
As for the Hornet's pitching. all
Fresh off an easy sweep of
four Sacramento State pitchers have
Southern Utah University, the Aggie
better ERAs(2.04-3.18) than any of
softball team will try to add to its
the Aggie hurlers (4.36-12.96).
recent success at Sacramento State
McCreesh, who saw the team play
University.
at the Sacramento State
The timing is good for
Tournament. is not worried.
Utah State University as
'(Theirpitch"(Their pitchers) don't
they are on the up and the
come at you with anything
Hornets are on the fall,
ers)don't special." she said.
having lost five games in a
In fact, they pitch similar
row.
comeat you
to SUU, who the Aggies beat
The Aggies (2-4 BWC,
with anything with 23 hits.
13-23 overall) bounced
The Aggies took
back from a tough weekspecial.' Wednesday
off from practice
end against the University
and did lighter, more focused
of the Pacific to sweep
• USUHEADCO\CH hitting and throwing pracSUU in a doubleheader
PAMMcCREI5H•
tices Thursday.
Tuesday, 8--0and 7-4.
ONSSlJ\PITCHERS Utah State busted out of a
·we feel good," head
hitting slump against SUU.
coach Pam McCreesh said.
and hope they can have the
"Confidence is high."
same success against the Hornet
Sacramento was picked to place
pitching.
fifth by Big West Conference coaches
Senior Sandy Taylor leads the
and has struggled to a 1-8 record in
Aggies in hitting with a .419 batting
the conference - the worst BWC
average (.529 in BWC games).
start for the Hornets in four years Freshman third baseman Stephanie
while hovering at an even 16-16 on
Vasarhely is batting second best at
the season.
.308. Lead-off hitter will be Tiffany
They were swept at California
Pugmire, while she is only hitting
State University at Northridge. losing
.218, hits .389 in Big West competiby a combined score of 23-4 in the
tion.
three-game series.
Sacramento State has eight players
USU will start sophomore Kristin
that bat above .300
Hommel at the mound for the first
After this weekend's series, the
game of the three-game series, which
Aggies come home for a five-game
starts at 1 p.m. Saturday at Shea
home stand, starting with a doubleStadium in Sacramento. The question
header Wednesday against the
of who will pitch the second and
University of Utah.
third games will deoend on how the
AARON MORTON

THE HOB.SON
Hur

M
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McGwire didn't even take the
field until Thursday, and the
Minnesota Twins are above
.500.
A lot of column-worthy things
have happened over the past
few days, such as the 206 runs
scored in the Major Leagues on
Wednesday night - the third
highest run production for one
night ever. But I want to focus
on Houston's Jeff Bagwell today.
I received a letter to the editor last week about Bagwell and
his chances of hitting SO-plus
home runs this season.
"With the move to battingfriendly Enron Field, expect
(Bagwell) to join the 50 and possibly even the 60 home run
club," the letter said. "And if
you were to look into it,
would notice that only 12 o his
home runs came at home last
year. That was because of the
depth of the power alleys (in the
Astrodome) which have always
been friendly to Astro pitching.
But th is year Enron Field is
designed to do the exact opposite and show it's friendliness to
the batter.
"My predictions would show
64 home runs for Bagwell this
year. Count him in as the league
leader in my opinion."
Bagwell is a good hitter, but I
don't think he's going to hit 50
homers this season. It's not out
of the question, but I think it
would take a career year. His
highest total was 43 in 1997.
As for the Astrodome vs.
Enron Field theory, I don't think
it wi 11 make too much difference. True, Bagwell hit 12 home
runs at home last year and 30 on
the road, but I think that stat is a
fluke. From 1994 to 1998,
Bagwell hit 91 home runs in the
Astrodome and 77 on the road.
No, that was not a misprint.
He hit 14 fewer home runs on
the road than he did in the
pitcher -friendly Astrodome.
If all we had to go on was last
season's stats, then we could
probably expect a 50-homer
season this year for Bags.
However, to judge merely on
last season's performance and
exclude the previous five years
would be absurd. And judging
from the previous five years, I
don't think the Astrodome
affected Bagwell too much. It
may have robbed him of a home
run here and there, but it did not
keep him out of the 50 or 60
home run club.
I imagine Bagwell will hit
somewhere around 25 homers
on the road, which is probably a
little bit generous. And if Enron
Field is indeed more homerfriendly than the Astrodome
(which I expect it will be), then
Bags will probably hit another
20 to 25 at home too. That gives
him somewhere between 45 and
50 home runs.
Bagwell will, to an extent,
benefit from the short porch at
Enron Field where the fence is
just 315 feet away. It will probably add as many home runs as
the Astrodome took away. But it
won't
make the difference
between 45 and 60, and he certainly won't hit 64. He might
throw his helmet into the MVP
race again this year, but he
won't chal len ge the likes of
McGwire, Sammy Sosa or even
Griffey for the home run title.

(ou

CaseyHobson, a junior from
Boise,Idaho, is the sports editor
at the Statesman. E-mail him
and let him know who you think
will hit the most home runs this
year. sports@statesman.usu.edu

USU'sTiffanyPugmirelays down a bunt during USU's game againstPacificon
Saturday.The Aggies play SacramentoState this weekend,who has lostfive straight.

Martinez
earnsUtahState
athlete-of-the-week
honors
UTAH STATEUNIVERSITY

Athletic MediaRelations

Utah State University women's
tennis player Amelia Martinez
was voted USU's athlete of the
week by a local media panel this
week.
Martinez, a freshman from
Brigham City, Utah. led the
Aggies in four straight wins over
Chicago State, Oakland, MissouriKansas City, and Southern Utah
last week. Martinez defeated
three of her opponents in just
two sets and handled the fourth
in three sets.
USU's four wins last week
bring the Aggies to 7-9 on the
season. Utah State's women's tennis team looks to hit the .500
mark with wins in the last two
dual meets before heading to the
Big West Championships April
26-30. The women's final two
matches of the season will be at
Weber State on April 12 and then
at home on April 15 against
Southern Utah .
OTHER ATHLm-Or-THE-WEEK
NOMINEES:

Gymnastics:KIRRADEGENER.
sophomore: turned in three solid
scores for the Aggies at the 2COO
Regional Championship April 1.
She recorded marks of 9.775 on
bars, 9.750 on beam and 9.650
on floor.
Golf:CASEYBECK.senior: was
the top Aggie finisher at the
Anteater Invitational last week.
Beck had his best finish of the
year placing ninth in the field of
205 with a final score of 220 (7775-68).
Men'sTrade:MARCUSMORGAN, senior: recorded a first
place finish in the 1500-meter
race with a time of 3:56.65 at the
U.S. Collegiate Track and Field
Series April 1.
Men'sTennis:RYANBURBIDGE,
junior: won one set 6-1 before
dropping the last two sets 3-6, 3-6
to fall to Kris Hauck of Montana
State last week.
Softball:SANDYTAYLOR.senior:
was 7-12 with a .583 batting average in two games against Utah
and three games versus Pacific
last week. Taylor recorded two
doubles and five singles.

UtahStatehonorsrecord73 student-athletes
UTAH STATEUNIVERSITY

Athletic MediaRelations

Tough times
USU'sBrianWolfleydeliversa pitch during the first gameof Monday's doubleheader
in
Providence.ColoradoNorthwesternCommunity Collegeoutscoredthe Aggies 29-1 in
the t-i.Vo
gamescombined,winning both. USU fell to 1-6 this seasonand will try to get
backon trackthis weekendin Montanaagainstthe Universityof Montana.

Utah State University held its
annual Joe E. Whitesides
Scholar-Athlete Honors luncheon on Tuesday and recognized a school-record 73 student-athletes, managers and
trainers, who have earned better
than a 3.2 cumulative grade-

point average.
In all, 69 student-athletes
from 10 different sports as well
as two student trainers and two
student-managers were honored
at the seventh-annual luncheon ,
held in the Stevenson Ballroom
in the Taggart Student Center.
The annual Joe E. Whitesides
award , which is given to the stu.]mnp..ia..ATHtrns.
PageB

Aggies1N
AcT10N
Softball
USU at Sacramento
State (doubleheader),
noon

Sunday

Track

Saturday

USU at Washington
State lnvitaional
Southern
Utah
6

Rugby
Game

at 1 p.m. on the
HPER field

USU

Softball
at Sacramento
State, noon

ChecktheStatesman
everyMonday,Wednesday
and Fridayfor completeand
in-depthlooksat all USU
sportingevents.Find us at
www.statesman.usu.edu
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Thursday's
sports
transactions

ATHLETES
Continuedfrom Page7
dent-athlete with the top
grade-point average , was
given to track standout
Loni Spencer.
Spencer , a senior from
Clearfield High School in
Syracuse, is majoring in
physical education. On the
track. Spencer owns the
school record with a
17:27.62time in the outdoor 5,000-meters and her
10:13.38 time in the indoor
3,000-meters is the fourth
best time in school history .
"It is important to get
good grades, but it is
important to do good in
everything you do." Spencer
said. "My accomplishments
in school and track have
come because people
believed in me, and I
believed in myself. Sports
teaches you to work hard
like you would in school
and in life."
Softball player Amy
Settlemier and gymnast
Jessica Porter were the corecipients of the Aggie
Achievement Award. given
for overcoming obstacles to
have success. Settlemier. a
senior pitcher from Kelso,
Wash .. has undergone three
shoulder surgeries. while
Porter, a senior from Reno,
Nev.. was not expected to
return to gymnastics after
injuring both her knees .
Both are having success
athletically this year.
Three USU teams
received honors as well, as
the women's track team
had the best grade-point
average for teams with 20
or more athletes, the volleyball team had the best
grade-point average for
teams with less than 20
members and the golf team
had the most improved
grade-point average.
In addition, Karen
Peterson. the director of the
Student Service Center in
the college of business was
honored with the Meet The
Challenge Award for her
efforts in meeting with
potential student-athletes
on their recruiting visits.

BASEBALL
AmericanLeague
KANSAS CITY
ROYALSActivated SS Luis
Ordaz . Sent INF
Ray Holber t to
Omaha of the PCL.
Nationa l League
NEW YORK
M£7:S-Claimed
LHP Radhames
Dykhoff off
waivers from
Baltimore and
optioned him to
Norfolk of the
International
League.
SAN DIEGO
PADRES-Signed
1B Young-Jin Jung
and assigned him
to extended spring
train ing.

BASKETBALL

Ready, set, battle

lJSUstudentsCarl Elsworth,lefc,and KennethSunberg practiceswordfighting on the lawn in front of

the Junctionon Tuesdayafternoon.Warm weatherhas allowedmany peopleto get out and play sports.

Ignorance bliss for Paulson Tracktravelsto
AUGUSTA.Ga. (AP)Somebody forgot to tell
Dennis Paulson that Augusta
National is tougher than
ever.
Tiger Woods knew all too
well.
On a day when Woods
made his first triple bogey in
541 holes and finished
behind two guys in their 60s,
Paulson's maiden voyage in
the Masters turned into a
memorable 4-under 68 that
gave him a one-stroke lead
over Tom Lehman.
"Maybe lack of knowledge
is better, not knowing how
hard this course is supposed
to be," said Paulson, a 37year-old Californian whose
biggest victory came on the
Nike Tour.
Or maybe he just was too
happy to be in the Masters
to care.

Paulson ran into the same
kind of trouble that stalled
everyone else on a blustery
day at Augusta, making a
double bogey on No. 11. But
he also had an eagle and
five birdies that gave him
the lead after the first round
of the first major championship of the year.
Lehman managed to
avoid a train wreck until the
end. Playing without a bogey
for the first 17 holes, an
amazing feat considering the
tough new rough and always
treacherous winds. he drove
into the trees on the 18th
and took double bogey to
lose the lead.
"]f you avoid hitting shots
that cost you ... that was the
whole key out there," said
Lehman. the Masters runner-up in 1994. "But I feel
good about the round. It's a

tremendous score in the se
conditions . I'm not going to
let one blip on the radar
screen bother me."
Make that two blips for
Woods, the prohibitive
favorite to win his second
green jacket. And he wasn't
bothered, either .
Even-par at the turn,
Woods three-putted for double bogey on No. 10 and
then made his first triple
bogey since November on
the par-3 12th, hitting into
the water and then threeputting from about 12 feet.
He managed two birdies
the rest of the way for a 3over 75, his worst score since
the final round of the
Masters last year. The last
time Woods opened with a
75 at Augusta , he missed the
cut. He was also a 20-yearold amateur

Pullman
to compete

UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY

Athletic Media RelationF

Utah State University's track and field
team will compete in a dual meet on
Saturday in Pullman , Wash., against
Washington State University.
The Aggies are no strangers to the
Washington Cougars as the men 's team
edged out WSU by one point at the
Mountain Pacific Sports Federation Indoor
Championships this year.
Among those competing for USU will be,
ju nior James Parker who is currently
ranked 20th nationally in the hammer
throw with a mark of 185-feet 11-inches.
Senior Jacob Pugsley will be competing in
the long jump, javelin and hurd les as he
has already provisionally qualified for the
NCAA in the decathlon.
Junior Shae Jones is also looking to.
improve her NCAA provisionally qualifying
mark of 13-feet 1.5-inches in the pole
vault.

LOS ANGELES
CLIPPERS-Signed
F Etdrick
Bohannon to a
contract through
the 2000-2001 season.

FOOTBALL
CINCINNATI
BENGALS-Resigned LB Adrian
Ross to a one-year
contract.
DALLAS COWBOYS-Signed K
Tim Seder.
GREEN BAY
PA CKERS--Signed
LB Anthony
I Iarris.
NEW ORLEANS
SAINTS-Signed P
Toby Gowin.
Released P Tommy
Barnhardt.
NEW YORK
GIANTS-Named
Bill Smith director
of corporate sponsorships .
PITTSBURGH
STEELERS-Agreed
to terms with OL
Tom Myslinski on
a three -year contract.

Hewitt will bring a run-and-gun style to Georgia Tech basl<etball
of player development."
Hewitt. 36, quickly turned
around the team at Siena, where he
had a 71-27 record in three seasons
at a school that had won only 22
games in the three previous years.
The Saints reached the NCAA tournament in 1999, their first appearance in 10 seasons.
They finished 24-9 this year, losing to Penn State in the second
round of the NIT.
"'He is a good fit for us," Tech
athletic director Dave Braine said.
"First of all. he's an excellent
recruiter. Secondly, he's a tremendous communicator. Third, he's an
excellent teacher."
Hewitt , the first black basketball
coach in Tech history, was given a
five-year contract worth $400,000 a

ATLANTA(AP)-ACC teams
might not be familiar with new
Georgia Tech coach Paul Hewitt.
but they should recognize his system.
Hewitt's Siena teams used the
same pressing and running style
that helped Florida defeat Duke
and North Carolina on the Gators'
run to the national championship
game.
"I think the people here are
going to enjoy our style of play,"
Hewitt said at a news conference
introducing him Thursday.
"We're going to run and press. I
think it's the best way to play," he
said. "Florida runs that same system. The system is important, but
the thing I think that has made us
successful is our efforts in the area

year. He succeeds Bobby Cremins,
who announced Feb. 18 that his
19th season would be his last.
Cremins had a 354-237 record at
Tech, but failed to reach the NCAA
tournament his last four years
when the team went 56-65. He took
the Jackets to the NCAA 10 times ,
reaching the Final Four once.
"I was looking for a place with a
winning tradition, where it's been
proven that you can win," Hewitt
said. '"When you talk about Georgia
Tech basketball , the guy who literally picked this program up and carried it for the last 19 years and
developing that winning tradition is
Bobby Cremins."
Hewitt inherits a team that really
doesn't fit his style. Throughout his
tenure, Cremins generally played a

rotation of seven players, rarely
having a deep bench . Hewitt's running game puts a premium on having at least 10 who can play.
Hewitt said players can easily
adapt to his style. which gives them
the freedom to make their own
decisions on the fly.
"I think if you watch us play you
will see a team that is not overcoached, but is very well taught," he
said. "I expect to win next year. I
have high expectations. "
Hewitt met briefly with Tech·s
players Wednesday to tell them
what he expects.
"The coaching staff that I will
put in place is going to be very
strong in the area of player development." he said. "If you play the
style that we play ... you've got to

teach people how to play the
game.'"
Starting point guard Tony Akins
said the Yellow Jackets, 13-17 last
year, were excited about the selection of Hewitt.
"He's going to make us work,"
Akins said . "He's a fast-tempo
coach. He seems like the kind of
coach I want to play for."
Hewitt said he was ready to hit
the recruiting trail immediately .
Georgia Tech, which loses senior
Jason Collier to graduation and
may lose 6-11 shot blocker Alvin
Jones early to the NBA, landed
three players during the early signing period. Only 6-foot-4 guard
Marvin Lewis of Rockville, Md., is
expected to make an immediate
impact.
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Joseph Needham
"Man in the Window"
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ASUSU

made many council members
ContinuedfromPage3
uneasy.
As currently organized, all
top three ideas were to be
members of the council,
given cash prizes.
excluding the president and
However,no one proposal
administrative assistant. are
was used. Instead, because
speaking, voting members of
those involved in deciding the
the council.
design felt all proposals were
The new bill divides the
excellent,the new center will
council into three distinct
feature aspects of all the
groups: legislators,senators
designs,Anderson, a co-sponand programmers.
sor of the bill, said.
Collegeof BusinessSenator
The bill's other sponsor,
AllysonLuekenga,one of the
ASUSUPublic RelationsVice
bill's three sponsors, said the
President Christina Domichel, issue the bill aims to fix is
said the students deserved the
council inefficiency.
awards because they saved the
"I think this is a way to
university time and money.
make ExecutiveCouncil as a
"Bythese students doing
whole more smooth and a
this, although it's part of a
more efficient body,"she said.
class,they are saving us a
The bill would give each
tremendous amount of design group of officersa specificjob.
fees,"she said.
Legislatorswould represent the
Some members of the coun- students to administration and
cil were concerned other
through voting. Programmers
groups of students involved in
would organize activities and
similar projects did as much
programs. And senators would
work and equally helped the
represent students by voting
university without any comon university-wideissues in
pensation.
the council.
ASUSUAthleticsVice
In other words, the bill recPresident Sam Winward proommends the new council take
posed an amendment to
votes on school-wideissues
include those involvedin the
from the programmers.
project to create a new Student
All members would still vote
Recreation Center. The amend- on issues that affect the counment passed.
cil, such as budget allocation,
Still,Winward voted against social gatherings and charter
the bill.
revisions.
• ECB00-23, Operation
Four members whose offices
Senator.This bill passed unani- would become non-voting promously.It provides funds from grammers - Winward.
ASUSUCapital and Support,
Domichel, ASUSU
up to but not exceeding
Organizations and Traditions
$12,000,for computers, printVice President Jodi Lee and
ers, telephones, phone lines,
ASUSUActivitiesVice
desks, chairs and cabinets for
President Mandy Saunders the collegesenators.
voiced the most disapproval of
Currently, in their shared
the bill.
office,the eight senators share
The changes would not
two computers and two teleaffect them personally as offiphones. The funds will give a
cers since they would take
telephone and computer to
effect only after the new offieach senator.
cers took over.
Still,these four said their
ASUSUExtension Vice
offices represent large groups
President and sponsor of the
on campus that deserve to
bill Steve Palmer said the cost
have representation in voting.
will probably be closer to
When the bill was changed
$10,775,but he said providing
from legislation to an official
up to $12,000will leave some
council recommendation, the
leeway for unexpected costs.
debate slowed down. Still,all
• ECB00-24, Legislative
Senate. This bill passed 13 to 5. four of those officersvoted no.
• ECB00-25, Removalof
The controversyit ignited occathe Newsletter.This bill passed
sionally left council members
by consensus. It was written
yelling out of order, and
Anderson had to call the group during a 10-minute recess in
the meeting. Its purpose,
to order more than once.
according to Domichel, one of
The bill. as amended, is no
the sponsors, was so her revimore than a recommendation
sion of the public relations vice
to next year's officersto conpresident charter could pass.
sider organizing the council a
Her new charter would
different way.Still,the bill

l

remove the duty of writing an
ASUSUnewsletter from the
vice president's jobs.
Howev\'!r,the newsletter was
a result ofprevious legislation
and couldn't be removed without new legislation.ECB00-25
removes the newsletter, which
Domichel said she didn't do all
year.
Some members of the council said Domichel did an excellent job publicizingevents
without the newsletter, including using the ASUSUWeb site.
• Charter Changes. The
changes to each office'scharter
passed by consensus. The charters were changed to clarify the
duties of the council members.
Most changes were minor.
All members added the following paragraph to the top of
their charters:
"The role of the ASUSU
ExecutiveCouncil is to
enhance the quality of student
life through: academics, student concerns. public relations,
service,athletics, clubs, organizations and cultural events,
along with direct college.
extension, graduate and legislativestudent representation."
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TEXTBOOKS RETURN TO
PUBLISHERS BEGINNING
APRIL 15.

FACULTY

The Bookstore is committed to providing you
with current and accurate information regarding textbooks and other curriculum materials.
Please address your questions to:

Do you plan to introduce new or
additional textbooks this semester?

Amy Ohms
Due to short publisher return periods, all textbooks WITHOUT AN ADOPTION FOR FALL
2000 will be returned to publishers beginning
April 1S.To ensure that students have access to
your course textbooks, please submit an official
ADOPTION to the Bookstore today.

Curriculum Materials Manager
FACULTY HOTLINE: 797-1670
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Seinfeld's new role: Daddy
NEW YORK(AP)- Imagine Jerry Seinfeld inside his Long
Island mansion, baby bottle in one hand, burp cloth in the
other, musing: Whyyyyy do they call it a burp cloth?
That's right. First came love (1998),then came marriage
(last December)- and now Seinfeld and bride, Jessica Sklar,
will soon qepushing a baby carriage.
The big announcement was made Thursday by Seinfeld pal
RegisPhilbin on TV's "LiveWith Regisand Kathie Lee."
"Yes.It's true. There will be a new little Seinfeld sometime
this fall,"said Seinfeld's spokeswoman. Elizabeth Clarke.
It is the first child for both Sklar and Seinfeld, who made
millions from a TV show that glorified single life and poked
fun at commitment.
But that was then and this is now, and soon the 45-year-old
Seinfeld will be up to his diaper bag in commitment.
Seinfeld apparently asked Philbin to serve up the news for
him. Philbin did it gladly, informing viewers that the little
Seinfeld is scheduled to arrive in October. Clarke did not want
to pinpoint the due date.
The new arrival may have the undevoted attention of his
dad, who retired his series in 1998.
Baby Seinfeld will also have plenty of room for all that kid
stuff like swing sets, playhouses, bicycles and building blocks.
The couple are reportedly paying as much as $40 million for
BillyJoel's 12-acre oceanfront mansion in East Hampton.
And there are other kids in the neighborhood for playdates.
Steven Spielberg has a place nearby and he has five children.
Just asking: Could a minivan be far behind?
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"Ifwe don't believe in freedom of
expression for people we despise, we
don't believe in it at all."

EDITOR IN CHIEF

797-1762
Editor@statesman.usu.edu
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My life:

Random
Numbers

A day in

22 million

the blank

Estimated
number of children in the U.S.
who live in
homes where
thereare
firearms.

lJNDERGRADUATID
/ Kevin Peel

T o

43 percent
Homes with
childrenin
which guns are
not lockedup or
fitted with trigger locks.

Tothe

8.1 percent
Nationaltax
nonpaymentrate.

Just w hat are we
afraid of?

EDITOR

A few thoughts on watching the edited version of
The Matrix, for free, on the USU campus Monday
night:
Estimated
Good movie, The Matrix. Fun, full of action, advennumberof
ture, laughs, even a little romance. Save the world
returnsfiled last (which really isn't the world) from the evil computers.
Discover your true reason for being. Food for thought,
yearwith the
but mostly a bucketful of pure excitement.
Maybe even a little too much . I mean, two hours of
wrong Social
gunfire, kung fu and tight leather pants is enough to
Securitynumber. get anyone's pulse racing, so it was good to see the
censors did their job. Any word that could be consid •UNm:oi>RES5ered even mildly objectionable was dubbed over, so
poorly that every glaring "darn," "shoot,'' "heck" and
INTERNATIONAL•
"jeepers creepers" drew a wave of embarrassed giggles from the packed house. Yes, it's nice to be protected from anything that just might possibly cause
offense.
LETTERS
They did seem to miss a few things, though. A couLengths/wuldbe
ple of blg explbsions. One hetfcopter crashing into a
limiled to 350 words.
building 1quite impressive, act ly), and a lot of peoAll lettersmay beshortple doing nasty things to each other. Flying kicks to the
ened,editedar rejected head, punches to the gut hard enough to snap ribs and
far reasonsofgoodtaste, squirt blood from the nostri Is. Interrogation drugs. And
redundancyor volume
the bullets - more bullets than Bosnia, plunking from
pistols and spraying from cannons, embedding themofsimilarletters.
selves in almost every body in sight, knocking plaster
loose in lobbies, leaving small holes in the chest and
No anonymousletters
red smears on the wal I.
W111
bepublished
.
Don't get me wrong. I know this is America: land of
the free, home of the brave, nation of rugged settlers
Writersmust signall
and Wild West outlaws, Lee Harvey Oswald and Al
letters,with plwne
Capone, professional wrestling and the NRA and
numberand student
gang-bangers
and schoolyard shootouts. And believe
numberclearlystated.
me, I know that Utah redefines the concept of a pious,
conservative heartland .
Lettersrepresenting
It does leave you wondering, though, just what it is
groups- ar marethan
exactly that we're afraid of. What do we really need to
oneindividual- must
havea sing11lar
r<1}1'e- protect ourselves from?
sentativedearlystated,
JulianSmith
with all =--sary ID
and infarmation.

1.7 million

About

Writersmust wait21
daysbefores11bmitting
successiveletters- no
exceptions.

Student asks for real
new s in new spaper

I recently moved to the great state of Utah to attend
school. One of the observation's I soon made upon
arriving is that nearly everyone is Mormon. I admit
that I also fall into that category, but I find it troubling
that the biggest news in town is that the church had
asked Trax to run on conference Sunday. In this very
newspaper it made front page news and yet world
t.di1o,@
issues and "real" news did not make the front page
stldtsmtm.usu.erlu
and often the one paragraph blurb that it does receive
is lucky to make it to page three .
It seems as though in Utah, no one wants to face
reality: the focus is the church and what they have to
STAFF
say rather than what is going on in the world. It is the
EorrOR-l"l<HIIJ:
same with television news, they too put their emphaJaredSterzer sis on the church. Yes, there are many Mormons in
Nm EDITOR:
Utah but, there are also people out there that want to
Vicky Campbell
hear and read world news, not just "Mormon news." I
fEATIJRE!i
EDITOR:
guess my main concern is how did church gain priorJustinBerry
ity over state? And why is that so widely accepted?
Letterscanbe liand
deliveredar mar1edto
TheSlnlesmnnin tlie
TSC 319, ar canbe
e-mailedat

Statesman

Sf'oRTS
EDITOR:

CnseyHobson
PttolO EDITOR:

EliseR. Arnett

LizMnudsley
Col'YEDITOR:

Hen/lierFredrickson
W1R£EDITOR:

l.nurn Bellnmy
EorrORW.
BOW>:

Do es Bible call for
murder?

This is in response to the letter written in
Wednesday's Statesman by Dave Bethers.
DougSmeat/1
If you believe th e Bible to be true, then why aren't
l.RnhCuller
you killing homosexuals? It says quite clearly. in
Leviticus 20:13 :
F.stablished in 1902.
"If a man also lie with mankind , as he lieth with a
The Utah Statesman
woman, both of them have committed an abomina is published Monday,
tion: they shall surely be put to death; their blood shall
Wednesday and
be upon them ."
The death penalty applies to other things as well.
Friday and is the
You are commanded by your God to kill : anyone who
official student
curses their father or mother (Leviticus 20:9), peopl e
newspaper of Utah
who commit adultery (Leviticus 2 0:10), people who
State Univ ersity.
worship another God {Exodus 22:20), people who
The Utah Statesma11
don't keep the Sabbath day holy (Exodus 31:1 5) and
is printed on
many other examples I won 't get into here.
recycled newsprint.
I find it hard to believe that a loving and kind God
JnredSterzer
HenthrrFredrickson

would maim 42 children for calling Elisha a 'bald head' (2 Kings

2:23-24).

It seems to me that believing
in a loving and kind God while
believing in the Bible is quite hard to do.

ZacharyHaddenham

New executive council
deserves support
I want to extend my thanks to everyone who
helped on my campaign - you all worked very hard
and I wouldn't have done as well as I did without your
efforts. I would also like to thank those of you who
voted for me. Of the 1,283 people who voted for me,
I met maybe 300 and appreciate the votes of those of
you I was unable to meet.
One issue I want to address is that of the value of
students' votes. Because I lost by only two votes, I can
personally feel the importance of a single vote.
However, it is important that students not only vote
but also support the election process here at USU.
Unless you participate in the process and attempt to
change things either by running for office yourself or
by voting, you have no right to complain about any of
the decisions made by ASUSU. We should all be
grateful to ASUSU because without this group, few
student concerns would be heard. It is not only unfortunate but also offensive to hear other students and
student organizations tearing down those willing to
risk losing an election. Rather than complain about
uncontested or single candidate races, why not be useful and actually run? Don't pick on candidates
because they choose to run; pick on the students who
chose not to.
I wish the new ASUSU executive council the best of
luck. Each person on this council is an intelligent and
capable student. It is their newly-found job to help the
students - make sure that you utilize this resource.

Cherissa Smith

Who cares anymore?
It seems that the Letters to the Editor page has
become nothing more than a platform for a homosexuality debate. Yes the Bible states that homosexuality
is wrong . It also states "Judge not lest ye be judged
with the same judgment with which ye have judged. "
The point is it's here. We probably all know someone
who is gay, and we probably all know someone who
is not gay. Sexual orientation shou Id not be a factor for
judging a human being . We are al l human beings with
a basic desire for human relationships. We condemn
and criticize a world where children carry guns to
school and shoot classmates. Maybe this would be a
less frequent occurrence if we taught love and accep tance over hate and intolerance .
The arguments are old on both sides. No one is saying anything new. I suggest we stop worrying about
how a person orients his own sexuality, and focus
more on caring about the person as a whole.

Ja}CStoddard

Rec center money
should be spent on
education
Students currently attending Utah State should exercise their right not to vote for the proposed Student
Recreation Center. The committee that is over seeing
this operation is pu lling the wool over our eyes.
First, students currently attending USU will never
see the day that it is opened, unless they are on the
eight year plan. Therefore we shouldn't be penalized
by having to pay higher student fees. I currently pay
out of state tuition, and any increase that is unnecessary I try to avoid. If anything USU should look to put
$12 .5 million into the education of its students, not
into a wanna -be Club Med spa.
Last time I checked we weren't in the Ivy league,
and it wouldn't hurt to increase the capacity of our
edu cation. I understand physi cal health is important ,
but save yourself some mon ey and go run around the
blo ck four times.

ToddJohnson

tell y'all
the truth,
I'm tired
of writing articles.
I
mean,
the sun is
out and the sand-volleyball
courts and poo ls are beckoning - there's just not enough
daylight to waste on other
stuff. Choosing which words
to write is just too tough.
That's why, this week, I've
decided to just tell you what I
did while on campus yesterday and leave you to fill in the
blanks with the option of your
liking- then I can get back to
frolicking with Mr. Sun.
I started my day by waking
up and showering before
dawn because __
(A) I'd
gone to bed early and was
well rested (B) my alarm went
off (C) somebody in the building was playing "Bye Bye Bye"
at buzz saw decibe ls.
Leaving my apartment, I
headed
toward
campus.
While walking up the hill on
800 East, I was overtaken by
__
(A) two fellow students
in better shape than I (B) two
yodeling students and a
mountain goat (C) a yodeling
yeti, a mountain goat and the
uneaten portion of the Donner
Party.
As I passed a frat house,
they were congregated on the
porch yelling because __
(A) they felt a sudden simulta-

neous pang of school spirit (B)
they saw a buddy across the
street and were attempting to
get his attention (C) Biff had
just successfully defended his
"largest bal I of bellybutton
lint" championship.
While crossing the street at
the crosswalk, I was struck
__
(A) by how beautiful
the morning light was against
the dewy grass (B) with a brilliant idea for my term paper
(C) by a rusty Honda running
the yellow light.
Looking to my left, I
noticed a crowd of people
running out of the Fieldhouse.
This was because __
(A)
the women's lockers had
caught fire (B) a jogging class
was beginning a group jog (C)
George Emert had shown up
in gym shorts and a tank top.
I passed the Institute of
Religion building and everyone was smiling. I asked a guy
why they were so chipper and
he said __
_ (A) they were
feeling a warm glow after an
especially good class (B)
someone had just told a real
zinger about J. Golden
Kimball (C) the smokers across
the street at the TSC had just
been struck by a rusty Honda.
As I walked toward the
library, a cute girl was lying on
the grass because __
(A)
she was early for a class and
she wanted to work on her tan
(8) she'd slipped on a disregarded insert from The

Jumpto BlANK.
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Advising at USU:
Recentstudent
perceptions
G UESTCoMM ENTAR.Y
/ GraysonOsborne
Given
student
concerns
about
t h e
advising
process
at USU,
it
is
important to share the most
recent results of a survey of
USU's graduating students
insofar as these results relate to
advising. This survey contained responsesof 1,263 students who applied for graduation between May 1998 and
May 1999 . Most survey
respondents were receiving
baccalaureate degrees. The
sample constituted 44 percent
of the baccalaureate graduating class and was representative of the student body in
terms of majors, colleges, sex,
citizenship and minority status, among other characteristics.
In response to the question,
"Were you assigned an advisor by your college/depart ment?" about 94 percent
answered yes. Seventy-one
percent visited with their advisors at least once per term,
while about one in four only
visited their advisors once per
year. Over 63 percent had faculty advisors whi le 27 percent
had professional advisors .
Over 82 percent of respondents stated that their advisors
(47.8 percent) and the major
requirement sheets (35 percent) constituted their major
sources of information for
planning their academic programs.
In a series of items we
asked respondents to rate their
agreement with the items.
These items are shown along
with the percent who responaed with strongly agree and
agree.
Interactions with my advisor were positive: 77 .2 percent
My Advisor : Gave me correct
information
on
services/programs: 75.9 per-

cent
Overall I was satisfied with
my advisor: 71.4 percent
My Advisor: Was interested
in my welfare: 66.7 percent
My Advisor: Was readily
available for consultation:
65.6 percent
Overall I was satisfied with
the advising system in my college/department: 65.3 percent
Overall I was satisfied with
the advising system at USU:
59.1 percent
My Advisor: Helped me
make academidcareer decisions: 54.5 percent
These responses are uniformly
lower than those
obtained (but not shown here)
with
respect
to
educational/faculty quality at
the university in the rest of this
survey. And, the responses
suggestthat as many as 1 in 2
to 1 in 5 respondents were
either neutral or did not agree
with the above statements. In
terms of advising then, the
glass can be considered either
half full or half empty. The
above figures suggest that
there is room for improvement
in the advising process.
Advising is a principal concern of students across the
country, not just at USU.
We also looked at responses to the items in the table
based on what type of advisor
a student had (i.e., faculty,
professional advisor at the
department level, or professional advisor at the college
level). There were no differences in ratings by type of
advisor.
Readers who are interested
in more detail can see it soon
on the University Assessment
Web site. On the university's
Web site index, click on
University Assessment and
then click on Reports. These
data are from the Graduating
Students' Survey for 1999.

GraysonOsborneis a professor
in the PsychologyDepartment
UtahState University.
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College of Science Faculty
& Students Honored
The College of Science honors its top faculty and students
at an Awards Program & Reception
April 7th, 3:30-4:30 p.m.
David B. Haight Alumni Center.
E. Robert Heal (Math & Stat), Teacher of the Year·
David B. Drown (Biology), Advisor of the Year; '
Charles G. Torre (Physics), Researcher of the YearScott B. Smith (Math & Stat), Graduate Student Teacher of the Year
Sedonia D. Sipes, PhD. (Biology) &
'
Xiaoxin Chen, M.S. (Computer Science)
Graduate Student Researchers of the Year
Tasha VonNiederhausem (Biology),Valedictoria~; and
Tyler L. Christensen (Biology), Scholar of the Year.

Saving the environment
from activists
PROZA.CFOR THE Soul/

Utah's #1
Crepe Sensation!
I

Travis Call

Earth when anyone who loves baby water
tower
in
Logan
Day
is seals, trees or breathing can Canyon. They litter our cameo mi n g step forward and say, "Hey, I pus with flyers that advertise
up and I support the environmental
forums on pollution prevenc o u n t movement! Hell, if I weren't
tion.
mys e If
working to make payments
They cry foul over the mislucky that on my new S.U.V., I'd be up use of public lands while at
this year in Alaska scrubbing otters the same time swarming all
it falls on and beating up loggers for over them like some kind of
a Saturday. That means I can their lunch money!"
Biblical plague of locusts.
stay home and avoid the eelI recently visited the Earth Whatever they mobil ize to
ebrat1on. You see, as much as First Web site. After all, I save ends up becoming the
I dig nature, I'm not crazy need to be ready for the tou(ist attraction du jour.
about
its
self-appointed
22nd. And if I'm not ready to
They don't understand that
defenders.
discuss the trendiest environshutting down a coal -fired
Last year on April 22 I sat mental causes I'm likely to be electric plant necessitates the
watching news highlights of drummed off campus until I construction of another dam
several Earth Day gatherings. redeem myself by doing
to feed our increasing power
Thousands attended each something really earth-friendneeds. Activism doesn't solve
one . Most of the celebrants
ly like convert my car to run problems, it creates more of
looked like they were just on compost.
them.
one bong hit away from
Actually our friends over at
Solutions will come with
ducking out early, finding an Earth First might not think
education
and thoughtful
International
--that's
good study. They'll come with
House
of
Solutionswill
enough.
I'm communication and reason,
Pancakes,
and
pretty sure they not eco-terrorism and propaeating until they
comewith educa- believe the only ganda. Our hypocrisy doesn't
sobered up or ran
tion and thought- acceptable solu - stop there.
out of cash.
tion to our enviAccording
to
the
There
were
ful study, They'll ronrnental woes Department of Education,
always
a few
comewith commu- is to kill every- <'from 1971 to ~ 995 the persmarmy speeches
.
.
one who's ever ' centage of bachelor's degrees
given by people
ntcatwn~nd .. _ polluted,
or conferred in the physical scinobody's
ever
resaon not eco- bathed.
ences has dropped from 2.5
heard
of.
'.
Every pa~e to 1.7. The louder we cry to
Speeches
were
terrorismand
on their
site save the earth, the fewer ears
usually followed
propaganda
contains photos there are to hear us that will
with music, per·
of people (like
actually know how.
formed badly, by
the ones at the
Let's start seeing the envi artists who had clearly writEarth Day rallies, but without
ronmental
movement
for
ten their unsettling fare in the jobs) resisting the tyranny of what it istrendy. Let's
van on the way into town . All the anti-environmentalists . teach education and reason
promulgated the same tired
Some are chained to tractors,
instead of resistance. Perhaps
rhetoric: big business was others to trees; others were our friends at Earth First don't
bad; nature was good. I soon holed up in some kind of want scientists saving the
lost interest and switched
tree-fort bravely holding up a earth. If science were succhannels.
sign that said "Go Clear-Cut
cessful, they 'd all have to get
The next morning Earth in Hell."
jobs.
Day was over- its pseudo The problem with Earth
For those of you who litter
hippy
disciples
returning
First, and other environmenour campus with flyers invitback to reality for another tal movements is that they try ing us to meetings about
year.
to stand for everything and cleaning up the environment,
What is Earth Day? It's a end up solving nothing. The I'll give you a hint where to
day when we all go out, buy ranks of the environmental
start try the sidewalk
something
recycled , and movement are rife with hyp - between the Student Center
praise ourselves for being
ocrites .
and Old Main.
enlightened . It's another furnIn Utah, they rally to preTravis Cali'scolumnappears
bling attempt at reviving an vent the erection of an eleceveryFridayin the Statesman.
era where entire subcultures
Irie sign in Wellsville canyon
Commentscan be sent to
lived to protest and reason while at the same time paintsubbdermal@ltotmail.com.
was the enemy. It's a day ing enviro -graffiti all over a

BLANK
Continuedfrom Page10
Statesman (C) she had passed
out from the fumes after
Research Farms had secretly
spread rotten silage over the
Quad the night before.
I made my way toward the
Merrill Library. When I reached
the doors, I hesitated because
_ _
(A) I remembered the
elevator wasn't working and I
was going to the third floor (Bl I
was searching for my student
ID card (0 I saw someone
walking out with THE book.
So, I went to class instead,
where I startedto doze because
__
(Al the professor was
spouting the usual left-wing
propaganda (B) learning is
exhausting (C) the heating system still thought it was
December and was attempting
to reach the elusive 100degree-Celsiusbarrier.
After class, I strolled to the
TSC. I tried to enter near the
Hub, but couldn't get in
because _ _ . (Al someone
had robbed the Taco Time and
police were checking for evidence (Bl the people who want
to be noticed were conversing
and blocking the entrance (C)
someone had [A TEN at the
Taco Time and police were
checking for evidence.

European Wraps • Crepes
Coffees • Pastries

I

I Buy one European Wrap
I
I

L

◊ Savory European Wraps
◊

Sweet Crepe Wraps
◊ Gourmet Coffees
◊ And much more!
"Let us wrap you something

receive a Crepe Wrap FREE!

1

·

I
I

Located Near Lee's Marketpla ce • SOS E 1400 N
Open Mon. • Thws . 7a .m .-10p.m .,
Fn. 7a.m . llp.m ., and Sat. 9• m.-11 pm !

---------

No t v.JLd w,,th any other offer. Coupon exp11~ 9/ l /0 1

wonderful!" :

STUDENT DISCOUNT!

Show your student ID to

receive10% OFF!

Nol v•lid w/ od1cr coupons o, offers .

Located near Lee's Marketplace • SOSE. 1400 N.
Open Mon. - Thurs. 7a.m.-10p.m., Fri. 7a.m. llp.m .,
and Sat. 9a.m.-11 p.m.!

I

European Wraps• Crepes
Coffees • Pastries

IBuy one European Breakfast
I Wrap receive a House Blend
I or Hot Chocolate FREE!

I

Located Near Lee's Marketplace• SOS E 1400 N
Open Mon . - Thur.; 7a m .-lOp m .,
Fn . 7am llp .m ., and Sat. 9• m.-11 p.m .!
Not vaLd Wlth :an other offer Cou

n ~x
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Bridal Fair
Saturday~ April 8
10am-2pm
@ our Logan Store!
LET US HELP YOU
WI11I YOUR SPECIAL DAY
featuring:
-Beautiful Wedding Flowers
-Elegant Wedding Cakes
-Catering from our Bakery & Deli
-Free Samples

So I had to go through the typical day in the life, to be
bookstore. Asking about a com- sure. So anyway, hope I'm off
motion in the front, an employ- the hook for this week, because
(A)
ee answered that _ _
(Al a now I'm going to _ _
student was yelling that text First Dam (B) take a nap (Cl
book prices were too high (B) a Hell, if I don't mend my ways
student was yelling that the guy (D) end this column.
buying his book back had
rippea him off (Cl the book Kevin Peel is senior majoring
in English. His column
buyer was yelling that someone
appears
every Friday in The
had tried to sell him THE book
Utah Statesman.
from the Merrill Library.
555 Eastl400
At the computer lab, a fellow
walked out looking disgruntled
because (A) he was out of free
copies (B) he had been caught
drinking a Mountain Dew (C)
he was asked to leave because
there was a waiting list and he'd
been playing "Zormac: Prince
of the Bloody Entrails" since
1994.
I made my way past the
Have you purchased all of your
parking terrace (because I'd forgotten a book at the Veterinary
textbooks for this semester?
· Science Building - accounting
for my sudden change in direction) and noticed that people
In some classes,such as certain Englishand
lined up in their cars were
Businesscourses,textbooks are introduced in
backed up on the street and
the last part of the semester. As a result, you
furiously honking. I noticed that
may have postponed purchasingyour textbooks.
_ _
(A) they were angry
Now is the time to act! Becauseof short
because the terrace was full (Bl
someone had closed the terrace
publisher return periods, the Bookstore will
off for Career Fair parking only
begin returning textbooks to publishers
(Cl they were behind a stalled
beginningApril 1S. By purchasingyour
and vacant rusty Honda .
textbooks now, you can avoid placing special
Well, that was pretty much
orders later.
my day on campus. A pretty

a

North Logan, UT 84341 (435) 755-5100

STUDENTS

TEXTBOOKS RETURN TO
PUBLISHERS BEGINNING
APRIL IS.
The Bookstore is committed to providing
you with current and accurate information
regardingtextbooks and other curriculum
materials. If you have questions regarding
a specific textbook call:

Textbook Operations
797-1672

Ubllllbde
UNIVERSITY

BOOKSTORE
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WASHINGTON (AP) The Social Security
Administration is offering a
new Internet service for
Americans who want to get
an online estimate of future
retirement benefits .
Three increasingly
detailed levels of estimates
are available, each requiring
the user to type in more
information about them selves. The simplest. "quick
calculator," asks only for a
person's age and currentyear earnings, The most
sophisticated requires the
user to download software
onto their home computer
and allows him or her to
try out various retirement
scenarios.
"Our new Internet service ... will accomplish step
one of retirement planning,
helping workers to understand the amount of Social
Security benefits they can
expect in retirement," said
Social Security

SleepingBog

••s•CuroeM11mmy
Bag
•WQl'IIIColtonUur

• 6.JLbsPackWeight
•IndiulesStuffSad

ScoutBag/

,: '

$3499
::;99

PW#4539730800

WASHINGTON(AP)The signs are popping up all
over town: "More World, Less
Bank - Shut down the IMF
and the World Bank"
The protest groups on the
streets as the World Trade
Organization meetings collapsed in a cloud of tear gas
in Seattle are taking aim at
an even bigger target: the
April 16-17 meetings of the
world's largest multinational
lending agencies,
Organized under the
umbrella name Mobilization
for Global Justice, the protest
groups, ranging from the
AFL-CIO to Friends of the
Earth and the Forum of
Indian Leftists, are planning
10 days of teach-ins and
street protests starting
Saturday,
All the activity will be
aimed at a massive rally on
the Ellipse, the park across
the street from the White
House, on April 16, That's
when finance ministers from
around the world will be in
town for the start of the
spring meetings of the 182nation International
Monetary Fund and World
Bank.
"We think this will be the
biggest thing to happen to
the IMF in its history. It will
serve like Seattle did for the
WTO to put the IMF on the
map for people to notice,
The IMF is doing some very
bad things;· said Scott Nova,
director of Citizens Global
Trade Watch, an anti-WTO
group that helped organized
the Seattle demonstrations.
Parading under an antiglobalization banner, the

protesters believe that the
operating rules of the WTO,
IMF and World Bank are
rigged in favor of wealthy
multinational corporations at
the expense of poor people,
labor unions and the environment.
The groups are vague
about just what they will be
doing during their protests,
but there have been training
sessions in such activities as
blocking traffic, hanging banners from tall buildings and
being chained to immovable
objects.
Group leaders insist the
demonstrations will be nonviolent. District of Columbia
police and federal authorities
are taking no chances, given
what happened in Seattle.
"The protesters are the
ones who will decide if this is
going to be peaceful or if it's
not going to be peaceful,"
said the city's police chief,
Charles Ramsey.
His department will have
1,500 officers ready - nearly
half the force, They have
been taking lessons since
January, watching videos of
how the Seattle police lost
control and brushing up on
their crowd control tactics,
The police department
has spent $1 million on new
helmets and body armor,
Backing up those officers will .
be hundreds of others from
federal agencies,
While the IMF and World
Bank have been meeting
every spring in Washington
for decades without incident ,
the anti-globalization groups
say they are energized by
what happened in Seattle,

Internet
usersestimate
retirement
benefits
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Washington
pledges
to avoid
_repeat
of Seattle's
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Administrator Kenneth S.
Apfel.
President Clinton
planned to unveil the new
Internet service at the
White House on Friday. At
the same time, he is scheduled to sign legislation
repealing a Depression-era
law that reduces the Social
Security benefits of older
Americans who work past
age 65.
The new online retirement calculators will not
tap into private records that
Social Security keeps about
individuals' work and earnings histories.
They rely solely on information provided by online
users.
The Social Security
Administration met with
privacy concerns raised by
Congress and in 1997 dismantled a service giving
people the opportunity to
check their Social Security
records online.

SHARIF
ContinuedfromPage2
became embroiled in confrontations with Pakistani institutions. He eventually dismissed the Supreme Court Chief
Justice, caused the president to resign and forced Musharraf's
predecessor as army chief to resign,
He tried to introduce Islamic law in Pakistan but failed to
get it through the Senate or Upper House of Parliament ,
which was dominated by opposition politicians. However it
did pass in the Lower House of Parliament, the more powerful lawmaking body that his Pakistan Muslim League dominated .
The antiterrorist court that tried Sharif was established
dUTinghis term in power. When the legislation was introduced , Sharif sought to deny anyone convicted by the court
the right of appeal. The Supreme Court stepped in, ruled the
legislation unconstitutional and ordered at least one right of
appeal.
Sharif's ouster was widely welcomed by Pakistanis who
expressed frustration with widespread corruption.
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UmpquaPlies,
One In Stocki·
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es prior purchases.Nolayaways,Noholds,Nospecialorders,
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defending athletes who were said to have terrorized gunman
Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold, "We have really good jocks.
Sure, Eric and Dylan got picked on, but we've all been picked
on by different people ."
Another student said he believed blame was improperly
placed on the school system, the sheriff's department and
even parents for ignoring warning signs.
"How can you possibly prepare for a day like that?" asked
Matt Varney, a senior who left the school two minutes before
the shooting started .
In addition to media attention, one student said the school
has become something of a tourist attraction.
"It's hard to move on when you have a vanload of people
coming into the parking lot and taking pictures of where the
library used to be, or coming up to you and asking you where
che library is," said Sarah Bay,a senior. "Having pictures taken
.'.lfwhere people died makes it hard."
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Stroke
ofMid-Knight
BeN MiNsoN
•EVEN
MORE
CARTOONS
1D TICKLE
YOOFIGTIME!!
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BENJAMIN@CC.USU.EDU
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ProfessorStrogenofftests his re-Integrator
rrachine on a ballparkfrank.

I

Get in on 1heE-commerce
boom, startmaking
moneyover1heln1erne1.
Jesse563-021
O

1991Ford F-1504X4 5 spd. A/C, Leer Shell,
COPYWRITER
Wan1to jumpwnte into 1head
carpetkrt,dual gas tanks,106kmi. Musi seel
game? We'relookingfor a sharpcrea1ive
wn1·
$7500obo 787-2494
,
Ingmind1oworkon print,radioandTVadvertis• Individuals wanted to introduce, dis1ribu1e
ingfor local,regionaland nationalclients. This uniqueproductline locallyand nationally.Very
compensation
1·800·619-4309
,s NOTan In1emsh1p!
Selfmotivation
andCRE· attrac1ive
'86 ToyotaCamry,$2200OBO,ExcellentCon•
ATIVITYAN ABSOLUTEMUST.Thinkyou've
drtion,Claire752-0738
got what~ takes? Sendresumeand 2 wnt1ng
_sampies
10SteveBrown,Summ~GroupCorn·
Marke11ng
JobsAt IconHealth& Fitness.Posi•
lionsNeeded;SeniorandEntryLevelCopywrrt·
er, Seniorand Entry LevelGraphicDesigner,
FOUND
Photography/Talent
Coordinator,
ProductBrand
A calcula1orleft in Business215 on Friday,
Managerand Drafter/Box
Designer.For more
to identify.
job 1nformat1on,
Call750-5213andask for An• March31. Contact797--0775
gelaor Danyale.
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LOST & FOUND
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:ionic Solu1ions
No Noise& CD Pre-Mas1ering.
PROFESSIONAL
STUDIOEQUIPMENT
CassetteA.P
1oCD=$25
Digi1al
AudioTapeto CD=$30
·,,·,r,!·'·_.,.
45-78rpmLP's/8track/Reel
to Reel ·,·.·,,,.A/
toCD=$35
,;,...-,.
Allduplica1e
copies$1oeach.
ForMoreInformation
CallDave@770-2345or
Emailwetwnaster@spectrades1gn.com
(Serving
CacheValleySince1976

Cache Valley Starters and Alternalors,
Logan'sonly remanufacturer
of s1artersand
altema1ors.
We have our own tow truck. Call
753-1776
or stopin at 303NorthMain,Logan

MISCELLANEOUS

Lost weddingring and watchMarch27. On
UsedGolfse1s,bags,carts, balls,clubs(much).
Nice mobilehome by Willow Park. $26,000 campuspossiblybe1Ween
the s1udentcen1er T.R. CONTRACTING
concre1e,
roofing,s1d1ng,In-lineska1es,fishing,baseball,sports equi~
obo.Call563-1491
and1heHPERbuilding
. Pleasecall 752-8599
or framing,and remodeling.
Down1own
Quality work,student ment Save$$$.THRIFTYSPORTS,
emailslzr4@cc.usu.edu
(17minutesNorthof Logan)Fri,-Sat.
discounlavailablelicensedand 111sured
755- Richmond.
10·6p.m.
5139
Workpart-timeto earnfull-timeIncome.Thisis
a new opportunfyand concep1on a product
1ha1has beensuccessfullymarked1hroughou11 bedroomapartmen1
$400, includesu1ilrties
DANCINGSWINGSTHETHING! USUBall·
thecountrysince1953. Thisis nota MLMcom- and washerdryer,res1rictions
apply.555 East Certified JC Millenniumcu1 diamonds
. 88 roomdance1eamwillperformduringintermis•
pany.CallTodda1888-523-3557
300 North,750-5056.
facets.CallJoel NelsoncollectIn SLC801-278• sion. SaturdaysElne Hall, Hyrum, Utah.
5230jnelson@br.s1ate.u1.us
Direc1ions;
straigh1sou1hon Logan'sMain
Apartmentfor 2 people$475/moincludesulil~
CampStaffposrtionsavail A1girt Scoutsum• tes and washer/dryer.535 East400 North,re·
.aiec.camps
in.l'-lodhem
AZ. CarT1f)
Couns81orsstrictionsapply750-5056
ProgramSpecialists,RidingCounselors.June
1· Aug. 8 EOE. Callforapplica1ion
1·800-3522·
6133or seeWeb,acpgsc.org
GREATBARGAIN!
$395summer,$1995nextt
schoolyear. Pnva1ebedroom• mgr.at Forest
GateWest,460North400East#40,752-1642
Earn$15,000 this summer!
Fastgrowing,Inc.500Company
lookingfor
20-30moresalespeoplefor selec1
locations Great s1udentapartmentrates! Schoolyear/
acrossthena1ion.1s1summeremployee
summercontractsavailable. Call for specials
averageearnings1999·$15,3041
753-8128.
EclipseMarketing,
Inc.
CallToday(800)933-2039(askfor Byron)

realworld
guide
careers
andawhole
lotmore

EurorallPassExperts
wwwraildeals.com
Get1onsof FREEstuff•
2500discountoffers,railmap&
timetable.FreenightO ThePinkPalaceand
more
1-888-RAILPASS
or raildeals.com

INSTRUCTION

FOR SALE

DANCES

JEWELRY

SUMMER JOBS

-l=nlinegiltregistry

CHEAPFARESWORLDWIDE
!I
Hawaii$129(o'w)
Mexlco'Canbbean
$209(r/1+ 1axes)
Call800·834·9192
www4cheapair.com

Blue WaterScubaof Logan, Logan'sofficial
INCOMETAX PREPARATION
20% d,scoun1 air s1a1ion.
We can takecareof all yourscuba
for studentsCall258-2332
needs.Sales,rentals,andins1ruc1ions.
Classes
are yearround,youcan be certifiedin Iusttwo
weekends! Group rates available.For more
info.call752-1793
.
Losewe1gh1,Feel
Great
appetitecon1rol,tons
of energy,manyplansto
choosefrom.www.allabou1weightloss.com

FOR RENT

graduation
countdown
classof2000
network
graduation
announcements
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• ... I don't care if you ~ a close-knit family,
I said, break 11
!!Q!"

munica1ion,
136E. Sou1hTemple #1400,SLC,
UT84111
1996 Dodge Ram SLT Sport Extendedcab,
loaded6 disk CD, new wheelsand 1ires,must
see$19,999OBO(John)752-3389
Freeroom, board,parkingon campus
Housedirector.single,female,ma1ure1nd1v1dual
753· 1996 Ford ExplorerXLT Loaded,Sunroof,6
required.Paidposrtion.Call
for information
6019.
disc CD, averageretail $19.400.mus1sell
$15,999752-3389
DL4368

$1500weeklypotenlialmailingourcirculars.
Forinfocall203-977-1720

,

TRAVEL

sireet pas1Macey'sto Hyrum McDonalds.
tum nght a1 ligh1eight blockswest. Don't
missrtl Info.Call753-3044.

BE FLEXIBLE.•. SAVESSS
Europe$249(o'w + taxes

WINTER CLEARANCE
SALE

Lookingfora placeto live?
www.housing101.net...
Yourmoveoffcampus!

CLOCKS
30%OFF

$6000permonthprocessing
govt mortgagerefundsfromhome No experiencenecessary1•
888·649-3435
ex1 104
Save$50 and rent summerand fall Closeto
campus,privatebdrm.mgr. at Brooklane,
645
East900 North#1,752-4824.

10
9u1"u!ltlffl.ad2000.com

12 X 70 mobilehome.Cheapfamily housing
close to campus. New shed, 3 bedrooms,
MUSTSELL$14,000752-6253.
Storageunrts6X12,and 12X24fencedwAocked
gate,goodrates. J&KStorage753--0653

fromyourfriends
at

utah

st•te

LASS VASES
30% OFF

univusity

Statesman

LAMPS 2050% OFF

Logan 1984 great mountainlocatoo, 2 large
bedrooms,2 baths, garden tub, large open S1ud10,
1•Bdrm,2•bdrm,3-bdrm,summerand
kitchen,Newroof w/warrant
y $27,900 1-800- fall· furnished,Next To Campus. NS,ND,NP•
478-7355Impression
GroupRealEsta1e
752-2466

CANDLES
10-40% OFF

CARS & TRUCKS

Whyrent whenyou can own Yorkshire
Village
Townhomes,2 & 3 bedroomhomes,1 & 2 car
1998FordExplorerXLT loaded,newtiers,like
garage,l1rsttime buyers program available.
new averagere1ail$24,400mustsell $16,999.
Modelhomeat 1800North300West,Logan,or
752-3389
DL4368
call755·6699.www.yorkshirevlllage.com

~gra<f.,Hit11Jli"

Theript sbrtintherul wortd~

Q)JOB11W(cor.r
"Thebestsi1tforstudents
&
113ds
lookin1
fortheirfirstjob.'

1997 JeepWrangler,lifted,wheels,CD, black
$12,999oboaskfor Rachel752-3389

SERVICES
AUDIORESTORATION
& CD RECORDINGS
SPECTRADESIGN& SOUNDHaveAll Your
Cassettes/atracks/LP's & DArs Digrtally
Transferredto CompactDiscs. We Oller the
BESTSOUNDQUALITYAvailablein UtahWrth

. ForbfsMatazine

,,-~
..·.

POSSESS
JONS
28 FEDERAL AVE• LOGAN• 755..0857
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e VJew Apartments
Now renting for the 2000-2001 school v.ear

''In your own
Backyard!''

CONTRACTSAVAILABLEFORFALL2000

CALL
755-9558
OR751-8941

OLD
FARKTOWNHOUSES
No• Renting Summer Contracts
P11AS11:

rr•
$150

Shared

Prlnte ,...

Mso•

PHASE2:

Illar .. room
$400.

Prtnte , ...

ssoo•

Prices for the entire summer!

Contract starts May 6 and ends August 1f, 1000
$125 deposit re11uired
for reserwation.

Come by the office at 111 E. 1000 N. #MS
or call 752-7501
Office Hours 9:30- 5:30 Mon-Fri, 9:30~1:30 Sat

• Low Monthly Rates
• Private and Shared Rooms
Available

/ I \\

Located at 780 E. 1000 N.
Contact managers for applications
753-6274 or 752-9325
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STATESMAN
OFFICE:

797-1775FAX:797-1760
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statesman@cc.usu.edu
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Friday,April7
♦Death on Deck, a murder mystery.TSC ballroom. Ticketsare $7 with
a Resident Club Card.
♦USU MusicDept., percussion ensemble. 7:30
p.m.,Kent Concert Hall

free with USU ID.
♦ "Hansel & Gretel,"7:30
p.m., LyricTheatre. Free
with USU ID
♦"Rock Around the
World,"8:30 to 11:30p.m.
$2 w/ID or $4 w/o.
Institute

Saturday,
April 8
♦ USU Men's Rugby
Game, 1 p.m. on the
HPERFieldvs. Wasatch,
the #1 Club team in Utah
♦ Poetry and a Beverage.
w/Jenna Land Band, 7 to
10 p.m. in the

Ampitheater,No tickets
required. Free
♦A Night of Vaudeville!8
p.m.,FAVRoom 224,
Entry fee $2.
♦ "Schoolsfor Africa·
fund raising dance April
8, 9 p.m. to midnight.
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Monday,April 10
♦ FallRegistrationbegins
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AG-gravationN1cK
PERK1Ns

F.Y.I.

Museum of Art
•O,C.TANNERSYMPOSIUM
on Culture and
Health in America,April 13, 14and 15.ECCFree.
Call 797-4064orwww.hass.usu.edu/ tanner
•Robins
Awards
April 15, Ceremony begins 7:30
•In!Emational
TeaPartyin the InternationalStudent office p.m. TSC Ballroom.TicketsTSC Room326. Gala folTSC 3rd floor.April 7.3:30 p.m.
lowingSunburst Lounge.
• An interviewing
worltshopwillbe held in the RayWest
• Hospice willhost a SatelliteTeleconference mod214, April 7. 5 to 9 p.m. and April8, 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. with 1
erated by Cokie Robertsof ABCNewson °living
hour lunch break.Classwillbe taught by Dr. John
WrthGriefClilldren,Adolescents,
and 1..oss•April 26
McLaughlinand willfocuson how to get information from
For more information call 716-5349.
those people with the pocket protectors.Cost $25.
• Oat.esto .Remember:
August 16 Fee payment
deadline (in person); August28 FallSemesterbegins.
• FridayNight Free Dinner& Movie:Life is Beautiful6:30
p.m. at the Faith& FeUowshipCenter, 1315E. 700 North.
•The AVAis starting new CeramicsclassesClasses
• HousePartyfeaturingBrotherSage, April8, 9 p.m. to 1
are availablefor childrenApril 11,3:30 to 5 p.m. fee
a.m., 565 E.800 North. Bonfire. Dancingand Fun!
$75; adults April 12 6 to 9 pm & April 14 noon to 3
•The History Department invitesits majors to the History pm. fee $90. Call AVA753-2970
studentandFacultyRecognition
Night,April 12, 7 pm, New • Applicationsfor Undergraduate
Reentry
Widtsoe Hall RoomOOZDr. Anne Butler,USUTrustee
Scholarships
are now availablefrom the Women's
Professor,willpresent a talk on ''TheViewFrom The Big
Center. Criteria: Undergraduatereentry women and
House'. Pleasecome and bring your friends and parents!
men with a fiveyear gap or more in their education
•MULTIOJL1URAL
CNF.MApresents Empireof the Sun. and a minimum of 2.5GPAare eligible. Deadline
April 12, 7 pm, Old Main llZ Free ftlm and refreshments/
April 28. More info. 797-1728.
• Utah State UniversityMountain West Center for
• Applicationsfor the 2CXXJ
/01 Oassifi.ed
Employees
RegionalStudiescordiallyinvitesyou to attend:
Scholarships
are acceptednow through April 14,
The David W & BeatriceC. EvansBiography
and Handcart 2CXXJ
. The Scholarshipsare awardedannually to a
child,grandchildor spouse of a USUClassified
Awards
Presentation
honoring DavisBittonauthor of
GeorgeQ. Cannon:A Biographyand Scott R.Christensen
Employee. Applicationsare availableMerrillLibrary
author of Sagwitch:
ShoshoneChieftain,Mormon Elder.
Room 115, TSC Informationdesk. PhysicalPlant
1822-188ZApril 13,2CXXJ
at 3:30pm. Nora EcclesHarrison
Room 110or Paula Baker7-0068
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STAB2000

ArtsandLectures
councilis now
accePting
aPPlications
for the 2000-200 I
schoolYear.
APPiications
are
availablein TSC326
andare dueAPril14
at I :30. Positions
availableare :
Advertising~
Design~
andthe Lectureand
CulturalEventsseries
chairs.
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